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Capacity of Multiple Unicast in Wireless Networks:
A Polymatroidal Approach

Sreeram Kannan and Pramod Viswanath

Abstract—A classical result in undirected wireline networks
is the near optimality of routing (flow) for multiple-unicast
traffic (multiple sources communicating independent messages
to multiple destinations): the min cut upper bound is within a
logarithmic factor of the number of sources of the max flow. In
this paper we “extend” the wireline result to the wireless context.

In particular, we show the following meta-theorem: if for
a given channel and its reciprocal channel, the cut-set bound
is (approximately) achievable, then for multiple-unicast in a
bidirected network comprised of such channels, the cut-set bound
is (approximately) achievable within a logarithmic factor of the
number of sources. The achievable scheme can be viewed as an
instantiation of a simple layering principle: local physical-layer
schemes combined with global routing. We use the reciprocity
of the wireless channel critically in this result. We prove this
result formally as a capacity approximation result for a variety
of channel models, including general Gaussian networks under
fast fading, networks comprised only of broadcast and MAC
channels, and networks comprised of broadcast erasure channels
with feedback. The capacity approximations we prove tend to
have both an additive gap (power loss) and a multiplicative gap
(degrees of freedom loss).

The key engineering insight is that layered architectures,
common in the engineering-design of wireless networks, can have
near-optimal performance if the locality over which physical-layer
schemes should operate is carefully designed. Feedback is shown
to play a critical role in enabling the separation between the
physical and the network layers. The main technical contribution
is the usage of “polymatroidal” network as a graphical model
for analyzing the performance of complex wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks are typically engineered using a layered
approach: the physical layer deals with the channel noise, the
medium access control layer deals with scheduling of users
in the wireless context, the network layer handles routing
of information and the transport layer deals with network
congestion. While this design methodology has several en-
gineering advantages that have led to the proliferation of
wireless networks, a fundamental understanding of layering
architectures is still lacking.

In this paper, we look explicitly for layered communication
strategies that are near optimal for multiple unicast in general
wireless networks. This would serve two (distinct) objectives:
• To obtain the approximate capacity of multiple unicast in

wireless networks, and
• To establish a layered communication architecture that

can guide engineering design.
An important contribution of this paper is the following

meta-theorem:
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Meta Theorem: If there is a “good” physical-layer
scheme, which is approximately cut-set achieving
and reciprocal for a certain channel, then, for
multiple-unicast in a network composed of such
channels, a layered architecture is approximately
cut-set achieving, to within a logarithmic factor in
the number of messages.

We prove instantiations of this meta-theorem for a variety
of channel models, including capacity approximations for the
general Gaussian wireless network model under the fast-fading
assumption and degrees-of-freedom approximations for the
same model under the fixed channel coefficient assumption.

A. Prior Work
Fundamental understanding of layering architectures in

wired networks has recently received plenty of attention from
the networking community [58] [57], and scenarios have been
identified under which a joint optimization of the transport
and network layers naturally decompose into separate opti-
mization problems, thus yielding a justification for the layered
architecture. While there have been attempts to include certain
aspects of the wireless medium into this framework [69], the
understanding is far from complete. In this paper, we take
a fundamental, information theoretic perspective, on if and
when, the physical, medium access and network layers can be
separately designed.

1) Capacity Results for Wireless Networks: Substantial
progress has been made in the recent past in understanding the
key aspects of the wireless medium (broadcast and superposi-
tion) from an information-theoretic view point. In particular,
the capacity of MIMO broadcast channel has been resolved
[95], approximate capacity of the 2-user interference channel
has been established [24] and the approximate capacity of 2-
user X-channels [62] [42], K-user interference channels with
diversity [15], [68] [27], [67] has been obtained. While these
results establish information theoretic understanding of several
important (“physical layer”) channels, there is no conceptual
guideline to fit the solutions for reliable communication for the
channel in the context of a bigger network it could be a part
of. In a different direction, there has been significant progress
in understanding network-level capacity issues in the con-
text of simple traffic models, starting from the breakthrough
work [13], where the approximate capacity of single unicast
is characterized, and later generalized to several scenarios:
the approximate capacity of unicast in discrete memoryless
networks is characterized in [54], a separation result between
analog and digital components in relay networks is established
in [11] and the approximate capacity of broadcasting in
Gaussian networks is established in [2].
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While unicast traffic in general Gaussian networks and
multiple unicast traffic in single-hop Gaussian networks are
reasonably well understood, the capacity of multiple unicast
traffic in Gaussian wireless networks remains an open problem
in multi-terminal information theory. In recent times, several
research groups have made progress on this problem [83], [66],
[43], [87], [12], [37] , but the general problem still remains
unsolved. Specific directions, with promise of success, involve
simplifying the problem by considering specific traffic patterns
such as 2-unicast [66], [83], [50], [93], [94], [44], [84], [35],
[89]; another approach is to consider more specific network
topologies, like for example, K sources communicating to K
sinks via L fully-connected layers of K relays each [43], [73].
While these existing works attempt to compute the degrees-
of-freedom (or approximate capacity) exactly for specific
instances of the problem, we adopt a different viewpoint and
focus our attention on obtaining general results for arbitrary
networks, at the expense of obtaining potentially weaker
approximation in specific instances.

In the context of multiple-unicast in large wireless networks,
there has been significant progress in understanding scaling
laws for geographical wireless networks; beginning with the
seminal work in [36] and culminating in the hierarchical
relaying scheme in [76] and a combination of the two [71],
[72], [77] (with several critical works in between [99], [59],
[8], [98], [30]). The hierarchical relaying scheme in [77] is
the closest one in spirit to the present paper: the scheme there
involves utilizing a complex coding scheme at a local scale
and then multi-hopping to send information at a global scale.
This can be thought of as a layered architecture in the same
spirit as the present paper. Despite its significant advantages,
the network considered in [77] has a natural spatial geometry,
which is critically used even in defining the achievable scheme.
One advantage of this approach is that the details of the
geometry can be used to define the scale of layering. In this
paper, we aim to achieve a similar result in the context of
an abstract graph model for wireless networks where there
is no natural scale of layering. This abstract graph model,
while being a canonical model, well studied in the network
information theory paradigm, is significantly more involved
due to the generic graph structure.

Another work on scaling laws, that is quite related to
our framework is [70], which shows that for a completely
connected wireless network, exact linear scaling is achievable
using interference alignment, as opposed to the O(n1−ε) result
in [76]. This result can be thought of as a result for multiple-
unicast in a completely connected graph. Our results in Sec. V
of this paper can be viewed as a generalization of this result
to arbitrary graphs.

2) Information-theoretic Layering Architectures: Separa-
tion theorems form a basic tool in information theory: in his
celebrated paper [82], Shannon showed that source coding
(compression) and channel coding (communication) can be
separated without loss of optimality. Following this, several
separation (and non-separation) theorems have been proved
in the multi-terminal context (see, for example, [19]). The
result most relevant to the current discussion is the separation
between network coding and channel coding proved in the

pioneering work in [48]. There it is shown that, for a wireline
network composed of independent noisy channels, a separa-
tion architecture composed of a physical layer that performs
independent coding for each channel and a network layer
which transports bits across the induced noiseless network,
is optimal. This is a very interesting structural result that
holds under arbitrary traffic models and is proved without the
necessity to compute the capacity of the network. Thus the
question of studying the capacity of wireline networks can be
reduced to the question of studying the capacity of capacitated
graphs.

For k-unicast in wireline graphs, a very interesting di-
chotomy is known in the theoretical computer science liter-
ature: for undirected graphs, the classical work of Leighton
and Rao [53] shows that routing achieves the min-cut to
within a κ log(k + 1) factor (where κ is a universal constant)
and furthermore, there is a standing conjecture [55] [38] [46]
[51] which claims that routing is in fact optimal; whereas for
general directed graphs, it has been shown recently [17] that
there is no polynomial time algorithm that can approximate
the value of min-cut to within a kε factor. Since max-flow
can be computed in polynomial time, this result implies
that there are networks for which flow cut gap is greater
than kε. Furthermore, it has been proved recently [16] that
computing the network coding region for directed graphs is
equivalent to determining the entropy vector region, which is
believed to be a very hard problem. Thus the string of positive
results in the context of undirected (or bidirected) graphs and
negative results in the context of directed graphs serve as an
indicator that it may be easier to understand bidirected wireless
networks.

A study of layering in directed wireless networks is intiated
in [49]. The key idea is that of channel emulation, where a
given channel is upper bounded by a wireline network with
joint capacity constraints in such a way that the wireline
network can emulate all possible behavior of the channel. This
is a very strong condition, which ensures that the channel can
be upper bounded by the wireline network irrespective of the
traffic pattern. This program has been already accomplished
for networks of 2-user MAC and broadcast channels, but
appears to be very hard for general networks. In this paper,
we instead work with only multiple-unicast traffic but go on
to study layering in general bidirected networks.

In a different direction, the separation between source and
network coding is studied under several different settings in the
papers [22], [23]. Particularly relevant to the present paper, it
is shown for the case of multiple unicast communication over
a general network, where each source is independent and is
required with a specific distortion at its destination, that sepa-
ration of source coding and network coding is optimal. Thus in
combination with the results in this paper, it can be shown that
the rate distortion region of multiple unicast of independent
sources over wireless networks can be characterized to within
an approximation factor.

3) Polymatroidal Networks: Polymatroidal networks and
approximation theorems for these networks form a crictical
component in this paper. Polymatroidal networks are similar to
edge capacitated networks, however, in addition to having edge
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capacity constraints, there are joint capacity constraints on the
set of edges which meet at a vertex. Polymatroidal networks
were introduced by Lawler and Martel [52] and Hassin [39]
in the single-commodity setting and are closely related to the
submodular flow model of Edmonds and Giles [26]; the well-
known maxflow-mincut theorem holds in this more general
setting (see Chapter 60 in [80] for a discussion). Multiple
unicast in polymatroidal networks has not been studied till the
recent work of [1], where an approximate max-flow min-cut
result is established for undirected polymatroidal networks.

Recently, there have been several applications of network
flows and their generalizations, such as flows in linking
systems [81], to information flow in wireless networks [13],
[10], [101], [34], [79], [45]. The polymatroidal structure of
the multiple access channel capacity region was observed and
exploited by Tse and Hanly [85]. Directed polymatroidal net-
works were utilized in the work of Vasudevan and Korada [88],
where a separation architecture for a network of deterministic
broadcast and MAC channels converts the network into a
polymatroidal network and existing results for broadcasting
in polymatroidal networks [28] are used to obtain capacity
bounds.

B. Motivating Examples

While it may appear that separation architectures are rather
natural and may be expected to be optimal, in this section, we
show why naive intuition fails by giving three examples, that
motivated our study of separation architectures.
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Fig. 1: MAC+BC Channel

1) Analog Network Coding: A simple class of Gaussian
wireless networks are ones in which there is only broadcast
and MAC but no more complex channels as components. The
simplest such channel that satisfies reciprocity is a two user
broadcast channel with the corresponding reciprocal MAC
channel. This occurs when two cellular phones interact with
a base station, as shown in Fig. 1. The two cell phones want
to exchange information. If we use a separation architecture
where the MAC and BC are coded for independently, we can
achieve sum degrees of freedom of 1. But when we use analog
mixing of information [96], we can achieve a sum degrees
of freedom of 2. This demonstrates the sub-optimality of the
separation approach. Now a natural question is, as the number
of nodes scale, how bad can this factor of sub optimality be?
In this paper, we show in Sec. IV that this factor does not grow
linearly in the number of nodes, but only logarithmically in
the number of messages.

2) Erasure Networks: Consider a simple broadcast erasure
channel from a source node s to d relay nodes with erasure
probability ε followed by infinite links from each intermediate
node to a destination t as shown in Fig. 2. In this case, a
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Fig. 2: Erasure Network

simple separation approach can achieve rate 1− ε whereas the
capacity is equal to min-cut, which is 1−εd, achieved by linear
network coding [20]. Thus, the rate achieved by separation
can be factor d worse than the capacity region. We show in
Sec. VI-A that using feedback this huge loss can be avoided
and the worst case loss is proportional to the logarithm of
the number of nodes. The key to solving this problem is to
redefine the layering boundary of the physical layer to include
feedback links.
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Fig. 3: General Wireless Network

3) General Wireless Networks: Consider a generic wireless
network as shown in Fig. 3. There is no canonical scheme for
a general network of the form shown in the figure. Also, it is
not clear what a separation architecture is, as the network is
not comprised of channels pasted together. Despite these clear
difficulties, we will show in Sec. V that there is a separation
architecture, natural in retrospect, which achieves within a
logarithmic factor of the capacity bound.

C. Summary of Results

The definition of what a layered architecture is, is not clear
for a general network. In this paper, we use a certain definition
of layered architecture, where we first separate a large network
into a bunch of local channels on which we use a good physical
layer scheme. Fig. 4 depicts the sequence of steps involved
in designing the layered architecture used in this paper. The
following is a summary of the key ideas which are used in
this paper to argue that a layered architecture is approximately
capacity optimal:
• Model a wireless network as a bidirected network, by

using the natural reciprocity of wireless networks.
• Utilize a good local “physical layer” scheme for each

channel and identify the combinatorial structure of the
rate region (typically submodularity).
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Fig. 4: Layered Architecture

• Show that local physical layer schemes convert a wireless
network into a bidirected polymatroidal network. Thus
the bidirected polymatroidal network can be viewed as a
graphical model for wireless networks.

• Prove a Leighton-Rao type approximation result for bidi-
rected polymatroidal network, which shows that routing
is near optimal for k-unicast traffic.

• Argue that the layered architecture with local physical
layer scheme + global routing achieves the cut-set ap-
proximately in the wireless network.

• We provide a technique by which “good” results for a
given channel can be lifted up to good results for a general
network comprised of those channels.

The main contribution of the paper is to prove the meta
theorem stated at the beginning of this section formally in
the context of the following channel models. In particular,
we prove capacity approximations for the following network
models.

1) Networks composed of Gaussian broadcast and MAC
channels

2) Fast fading wireless networks
3) Networks composed of broadcast erasure channels with

feedback
4) Linear deterministic networks composed of MAC and

broadcast channels
5) Fast fading linear deterministic networks
We also prove degrees-of-freedom approximations for the

following channel models.
1) Degrees-of-freedom approximation for fixed wireless

networks
2) Networks composed of MIMO MAC and broadcast

channels with delayed CSI feedback
For each of these networks, under a general k-unicast traffic

model, the approximation factor on the rate is κ log(k + 1),
where κ is a universal constant, for the entire rate region
in addition to the loss incurred due to the physical layer
scheme, which is typically a power-scaling loss. Under more
specific traffic models, such as the X-traffic model (where
each of the J sources have messages to send to each of the
K destinations), we prove a constant approximation factor for
the sum-rate, again in addition to a power scaling loss (the

constant being 1, 2 or 4 depending on the specific channel
and traffic model).

The material in this paper was presented in part in [4], [5].

D. Organization

The rest of this document is organized as follows:
• An overview of the layering approach is provided in

Sec. II. After defining the “locality” over which local
physical layer schemes must be implemented, a list of
desirable properties of local solutions are provided.

• In Sec. III, polymatroidal networks, which form the
back-bone of the layering architecture, are defined and
results for multiple-unicast in polymatroidal networks are
presented.

• In Sec. IV, we illustrate our approach in the simple
setting of a network comprised of only Gaussian MAC
and broadcast channels. These networks are particularly
simple to understand because the network is naturally
decomposed into local channels, and optimal coding
schemes for these channels are well understood, how-
ever there are no capacity results for a general network
comprised of such channels; which is what we address
in this section.

• In Sec. V, we demonstrate the power of our approach by
applying to a general Gaussian network under the fast
fading assumption. This network is widely studied, but
there are no results available in the general setting of
multiple unicast in a general network. In this section, we
show how to obtain capacity approximation results for
this general problem.

• In Sec. VI, we show several other channel models for
which our approach can yield capacity approximations,
thus demonstrating the versatility of our approach.

• Finally, we conclude with some remarks and directions
for future work in Sec. VII.

II. LAYERED ARCHITECTURE

Engineering approaches to reliable network communication
involve “layering,” a separation of the roles of physical (deal-
ing with channel uncertainty), medium access (dealing with
sharing the wireless medium) and networking (dealing with
end-to-end the resulting “wireline” network communication).
On the other hand, fundamental architectures suggested by
information theoretic study of large wireless networks (a
major research direction in the past decade, with performance
measured in a coarse scaling context) do not always lend
engineering insight, especially in connection to the optimal-
ity of layering. The information theoretic understanding of
layering architectures has recently started receiving attention
(see [48], [49]). Our approach is along similar lines as the
approach in [88], where a layered architecture for a network
of deterministic broadcast and MAC channels is used to obtain
capacity bounds.

In understanding the systematic design of layered archi-
tectures, it helps to look at the global wireless network as
a collection of “local” wireless networks. The focus of this
section is to introduce this viewpoint; we propose that the
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notion of locality comes from both geographic (spatial) and
temporal contexts. We see that certain combinatorial properties
of the (physical layer) solutions to the local networks are
desirable; these will help prove fundamental guarantees on the
performance of the layered architecture in the global context.

A. Locality

A wireless network is a collection of local channels, if there
are no interactions between the channels. Formally, a wireless
network is defined as follows: Consider a graph G = (V,E).
For each v ∈ V , xv, yv denote the transmit and received
symbol respectively. We will consider a wireless network with
independent noise, where

P(y1, . . . , yn|x1, . . . , xn) = ΠvP(yv|{xu}u:(u,v)∈E), (1)

and this description explicitly captures the relationship be-
tween the graph and the joint probability transition function.

A “channel” is defined by a probability transition function
pyT |xS

, where xS is the set of transmitted variables and yT
is the set of received variables in the channel. Consider a
set of channels c ∈ C. Let C+(v), C−(v) denote the set
of all channels in which v can transmit and receive from
respectively, i.e., xv can be written as xv = {xcv}c∈C+(v),
and yv = {ycv}c∈C−(v). A wireless network is said to be
composed of channels c ∈ C if the probabilistic description
of the network is of the form

P(y1, . . . , yn|x1, . . . , xn) = ΠcP({ycv}v∈V −(c)|{xcu}u∈V +(c))

= ΠcΠv∈V −(c)P(ycv|{xcu}u∈V +(c):(u,v)∈E),

where V −(c) = {v : c ∈ C−(v)} and V +(c) = {v : c ∈
C+(v)}. Each channel c is referred to as a component channel
of the network.

A canonical scenario occurs when the wireless network is
simply a collection of statistically independent noisy channels.
Here each channel between a transmitter and a receiver is
local. A more interesting example occurs in the case of a
frequency planned wireless network, where each component of
the wireless network operates in a specified frequency range.
Here, the overall channel model can be decomposed as the
product of channel models in each frequency range; the scale
of locality corresponds to the scale of frequency reuse.

In general, such a decomposition of network into local
channels, for example, via frequency planning, may not hap-
pen. Consider the case of general Gaussian wireless networks,
where all the nodes are using the same frequency. In this
case, there are no natural local channels of which the network
can be said to be composed of. However, one can think
of the whole network as a single channel in the following
way. Any network is specified by the transition probability
P(y1, . . . , yn|x1, . . . , xn), here the node transmitting xi is the
same node that receives the information yi. We can construct
a “local” channel by considering a channel with n transmitting
nodes and n receiving nodes, where this coupling is removed,
i.e., the node that transmits xi is distinct from the node that
receives yi. This could be viewed as a giant local channel over
which we use a physical layer scheme. While it is not obvious
why this should be called as a local scheme, the following

observation lends some credence to this association: in this
physical layer scheme, the information is communicated using
a coding scheme only between direct neighbors. The digital
information decoded by the neighboring node can then be sent
through routing to its ultimate destination.

In this context, the layering architecture restricts the sophis-
tication of physical layer (and medium access layer) strategies
to be restricted to operate on a single layer in time, and
at the end of each epoch, the information is decoded and
re-encoded (using the networking layer) for the next local
channel. The layering architecture thus enforces decoding of
all information at each “hop” (in time); schemes, such as
quantize-and-forward [13], which forward analog information
do not fit the layered architecture model.

B. Desirable properties of local solutions

A natural desirable property of any (physical layer) solution
to a local channel is it be as optimal (from an information
theoretic view point) as possible. In particular, we will be
interested in how close the solution is to fundamental upper
bounds given by the cutset bounds and certain natural combi-
natorial properties of the solution. For a network described by
a probability transition matrix, the cut-set bound can be written
as follows. Given a cut Ω ⊆ V , let DΩ be the set of demands
separated by the cut, i.e., DΩ := {k : sk ∈ Ω, tk ∈ Ωc}. The
cut-set bound bounds the sum of rates of sources in DΩ and
can be written as1∑

k∈DΩ

Rk ≤ sup
px1,...,xn

I(XΩ;YΩc |XΩc). (2)

Our focus on cut-set bounds as opposed to specialized outer
bounds for specific wireless channels (such as the broadcast
and interference channels) is due to the following reasons.
• Generality: The cut-set bound is an information theoretic

outer bound on the achievable rate region and it can be
written down for a general wireless network [31].

• Decomposition: The chain rule of mutual information
allows the cut-set bound of a network to decompose into
the cut-set bounds on local channels; thus solutions that
come close to the cut-set bound at a local level have
a potential to be layered and be still close to the cut-
set bound at a global level. Formally, if we have a cut
Ω ⊆ V , the value of the cut is given by

I(XΩ;YΩc |XΩc) = H(YΩc |XΩc)−H(YΩc |XV )

= H(YΩc |XΩc)−
∑
c

H(Y cΩc |Xc
V )

≤
∑
c

H(Y cΩc |XΩc)−H(Y cΩc |Xc
V )

≤
∑
c

H(Y cΩc |Xc
Ωc)− H(Y cΩc |Xc

V )

=
∑
c

H(Y cΩc |Xc
Ωc)− H(Y cΩc |Xc

V )

=
∑
c

I(Xc
Ω;Y cΩc |Xc

Ωc), (3)

1While there is a stronger way of writing this bound, this weaker form of
the bound will suffice for the purposes here.
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and thus the cut-set decomposes into sum of the cut-sets
evaluated for each channel.

• Structure: Cut-set bounds have been well studied in the
theoretical computer science literature and their combi-
natorial structure has been well understood. In fact, algo-
rithms for approximately computing the cut-set bounds
form an integral part of the theory of approximation
algorithms.

• Invariance under feedback: The cut-set bound (evaluated
under general joint distributions) is essentially obtained
by upper bounding the rate of communication of the
separated sources by the rate of a point-to-point channels
and is, therefore, invariant to feedback.

Finally, reciprocity of the local channels (rate region reci-
procity with the roles of transmitter and receiver reversed)
will be paid attention to. The combinatorial structure imposed
by the bidirected nature of each local channel will yield to
efficient algorithms that are close to cuts.

C. Layering methodology

Layering architectures stitch together the local solutions into
a global solution:

1) The solution to a local channel allows for reliable digital
communication at a local level.

2) Replacing each local channel by a set of (wireline) links
leads to a network comprised of noiseless channels,
with the rates on the various edges being coupled by
the rate regions of the local solutions. Reciprocal local
solutions ensure that the network obtained is bidirected
(i.e., any edge between node a and node b has a
corresponding edge between node b and a, with the
two edges being involved in the same types of capacity
region constraints).

3) Over the resulting wireline network, we might have to
employ network coding to re-encode the information
between local channels. We utilize the combinatorial
properties of the coupled rate constraints to study this
new class of wireline networks. In particular, if the
combinatorial structure governing the rate constraints is
a specific form of a polytope known as a polymatroid,
we obtain polymatroidal networks. Therefore, we study
polymatroidal networks (which have local polymatroidal
constraints on rate region) and prove that routing can
achieve the cut-set bound to within a κ log(k + 1)
factor for the k-unicast problem, and also prove some
better approximations for more specific communication
problems.

4) Since the cut-set bound on a network of channels
decomposes into a sum of cut-set bounds on the local
channels, we can readily compare the performance of
the layering architecture to a fundamental upper bound
on the global network performance.

Whenever local solutions are close to the cut-set bounds
for the corresponding local channels, we can establish the
fundamental near-optimality of the layering architecture. We
have accomplished this program for several canonical local

wireless channels including broadcast erasure channels, Gaus-
sian uplink and downlink channels, and interference channels
with diversity (example: fast fading).

III. POLYMATROIDAL NETWORKS

Polymatroidal capacity networks and max-flow min-cut
results for polymatroidal networks form the back-bone of this
paper. In this section, we give a brief introduction to poly-
matroidal networks. A detailed discussion of polymatroidal
networks and the max-flow min-cut approximation result can
be found in [1].

A. Polymatroids

A set function f : 2N → R over a finite ground set N is
submodular iff f(A) + f(B) ≥ f(A ∩B) + f(A ∪B) for all
A,B ⊆ N ; equivalently f(A ∪ {i})− f(A) ≥ f(B ∪ {i})−
f(B) for all A ⊆ B and i 6∈ A. It is monotone if f(A) ≤ f(B)
for all A ⊂ B. A polymatroid refers to the following set in
RN :

P =

{
(x1, ..., xN ) :

∑
i∈S

xi ≤ f(S) ∀S ⊆ [N ]

}
, (4)

where f(S) is a monotone submodular function with f(∅) =
0. Thus a polymatroid is fully specified by specifying a
monotone submodular function with f(∅) = 0 (we will call
such a function itself as a polymatroid). An example of
a polymatroid is the following: given a set of N vectors
v1, ..., vN in RM , the function f(S) defined as the rank of
the matrix composed of {vi}i∈S defines a polymatroid (we
refer the reader to [74] for an introduction on polymatroids).

B. Definition of Polymatroidal Networks

A commonly studied wireline scenario is one where each
edge is labeled by a capacity: this is the largest amount of
information flowing on that edge. Here we are interested in
a more general model which is able to handle the additional
constraints when edges meet at a node, similar in spirit to the
broadcast and superposition constraints in wireless.

Consider a node v in a directed graph G and let δ−G(v)
be the set of edges into v and δ+

G(v) be the set of edges
out of v. In the standard model each edge (u, v) has a non-
negative capacity c(u, v) that is independent of other edges.
In the polymatroidal network for each node v there are two
associated submodular functions: ρ−v and ρ+

v which impose
joint capacity constraints on the edges in δ−G(v) and δ+

G(v)
respectively. That is, for any set of edges S ⊆ δ−G(v), the total
capacity available on the edges in S is constrained to be at
most ρ−v (S), similarly for δ+

G(v). Note that an edge (u, v) is
influenced by ρ+

u and ρ−v . A cut Ω ⊆ V partitions the set of
vertices into two sets Ω and Ωc. Let FΩ denote the set of edges
going from Ω to Ωc (we will drop the dependence on Ω if it
obvious from the context). Let K(F ) ⊆ {1, 2, ..., k} denote
the set of source-sink pairs disconnected by F , i.e., i ∈ K(F )
iff si is disconnected from ti in the graph with the edges in
F removed, namely in G(E \ F ).
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The cost/capacity of F is complex to define in polyma-
troidal networks (note that in standard networks it is simply∑
e∈F c(e) where c(e) is the capacity of e). To define the

cost in polymatroidal networks, each edge (u, v) in F is first
assigned to either u or v; we say that an assignment of edges
to nodes g : F → V is valid if it satisfies the restriction that
each edge is assigned to one of its nodes. A valid assignment
partitions F into sets {g−1(v) | v ∈ V } where g−1(v) (the
pre-image of v) is the set of edges in F assigned to v by g. The
cost of a cut under an assignment is the sum over all nodes
of sub-modular functions of the node, evaluated under the set
of edges that are assigned to the node.Then we minimize over
all assignments.

Definition 1. Cost of edge cut: Given a directed
polymatroidal network G = (V,E) and a set
of edges F ⊆ E, its cost denoted by ν(F ) is
ming:F→V, g valid

∑
v

(
ρ−v (δ−(v) ∩ g−1(v)) + ρ+

v (δ+(v) ∩ g−1(v))
)
.

With this definition the cut-set region, alternately referred
to as the cut-set region, is defined as follows,

Rcut := {(R1, ..., Rk) :
∑

i∈K(FΩ)

Ri ≤ ν(FΩ) Ω ⊆ V }. (5)

A max-flow min-cut theorem for the unicast problem in di-
rected polymatroidal networks is known in the literature [52].
This result has been extended to the broadcast traffic scenario
in [28]. Our focus here is on multiple unicast traffic, for which
flow-cut gaps were unknown till recently. The best known
result for multiple-unicast, even in the traditional wireline
network with capacity constrained edges, is the approximate
optimality of max flow (in terms of being close to the min cut);
this result is available (in a strong sense) only for bidirected
(or undirected) networks.

We define a bidirected polymatroidal network as a directed
polymatroidal network with the following properties.
• Every edge e = (i, j) has a corresponding reverse edge
τ(e) := (j, i).

• For any vertex v, the polymatroidal constraint ρ−v (·) on
the incoming edges δ−(v) is the same as the polyma-
troidal constraint ρ+

v (·) on the outgoing edges δ+(v).
More concretely,

ρ−v (Ev) = ρ+
v (τ(Ev)) ∀Ev ⊆ δ−(v) ∀v. (6)

C. Main result

The following theorem is proved in our recent work in
collaboration with others [1], which generalizes the results of
[53] to the case of polymatroidal capacity networks:

Theorem 1. For a bidirected polymatroidal network with
k source-destination pairs, the max-flow rate region is at
least 1

κ log(k+1) times the min-cut rate region, for a universal
constant κ. The max-flow and an approximate min-cut can be
calculated in polynomial time. Furthermore, this factor is tight
in general, i.e., there are families of polymatroidal networks
such that the flow-cut gap is Ω(log(k + 1)).

Remark 1. When we say that a region A contains a scalar c
times another region B, i.e., A ⊇ cB, we imply that for any

~b ∈ B, ∃~a ∈ A, such that ~a ≥ c~b, with the inequality denoting
an entry-wise inequality.

Proof: (High level idea) The proof is done for undirected
polymatroidal networks, whose capacity is within a factor
2 of bidirected capacity networks. The max-flow can be
written down as a large linear program. While this program
has an exponential number of constraints, a polynomial time
algorithm can be obtained to solve this program using the
polymatroidal structure. The dual of the linear program is
related to the cut via an integer relaxation. An important step
in the proof is to simplify the constraint structure of the dual
via the use of continuous extensions of submodular functions,
in particular the Lovász extension [61]. The resulting program
has a convex objective function but the constraint structure is
much simpler. This convex program (which equals the dual of
the flow) and the cut are related by an integer relaxation.

The work of Linial, London and Rabinovich [60] showed
a fundamental (and tight) connection between flow-cut gaps
in edge-capacitated undirected networks and low distortion
embeddings2 of finite metric spaces into `m1 .This connection
effectively reduced the flow-cut gap question to investigating
`m1 embeddings of finite metric spaces induced by graphs.

For the polymatroidal network problem, embeddings into a
general `1 spaces are no longer sufficient, and we require a
specific type of embedding called line embedding, where the
nodes are embedded into a line in R. These embeddings were
implicit in the seminal work of Bourgain [14], first explored by
Matousek and Rabinovich [65] [78] and later exploited in [29]
to obtain flow-cut gaps in undirected node-capacitated graphs.
These results imply that every finite metric space of n elements
can be embedded by a contraction into a line preserving the
average distortion of k points to within a factor of κ log(k+1).
We use this result to connect the convex program written using
the Lovász extension to the cut, hence proving a flow-cut gap
of κ log(k + 1).

The converse part, i.e., the existence of families of polyma-
troidal networks with a gap of Ω(log(k+1)) follows from the
existence of families of edge capacitated networks (which are
special cases of polymatroidal networks) with a flow-cut gap
of Ω(log(k + 1)).

D. Special traffic scenarios

While in general, the factor of κ log(k + 1) for flow-cut
gaps is tight for multiple-unicast in bidirected polymatroidal
networks, there may be special communication scenarios for
multiple unicast when the factor can be improved. We present
some instances here, where the flow cut gap is much better
even for the more general case of directed polymatroidal
networks.

1) Broadcast traffic: Broadcast traffic is a special type of
multiple unicast traffic where all the messages originate at
a single source. Consider a directed polymatroidal network

2An embedding of a metric space (V, d) (metric d on points V ) into another
metric space (V ′, d′) is a mapping f : V → V ′. The distortion of f is the
smallest α ≥ 1 such that 1

α
· d(u, v) ≤ d′(f(u), f(v)) ≤ α · d(u, v) for all

u, v ∈ V .
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with a single source s having independent messages to K
destination nodes t1, ..., tK .

Lemma 1. [28] For a directed polymatroidal network with
broadcast-traffic pattern, the rate region of the max flow equals
the rate region of the min-cut.

2) Sum rate in directed X networks: Consider J sources
S1,...,SJ and K destinations T1,...,TK , where each source
has an independent message for each destination. The rate
tuple is a JK length vector Rjk between each j and k. This
communication problem is commonly referred to as the X-
network problem.

Lemma 2. For a directed polymatroidal network with X-
traffic pattern, the sum-rate of max flow equals the sum-rate
bound given by min-cut.

Proof: Construct a super source S which talks to the J
sources with infinite capacity links and a super sink T which is
connected from each of the K sinks via infinite capacity links.
The max-flow min-cut theorem for unicast between S and T
in directed polymatroidal networks [52] implies the desired
result.

IV. GAUSSIAN NETWORKS WITH MAC AND BROADCAST
COMPONENTS

Our meta theorem stated in the introduction claims that
near-optimal schemes for a channel can be translated to
near-optimal schemes for a bidirected network comprised of
such channels. In this section, we instantiate this principle
to two of the most basic wireless channels: the multiple-
access channel (MAC) and broadcast channel (BC). For these
two channels, the capacity is well understood, whereas for a
network comprised of such channels, the capacity is unknown
in the general case. Therefore we use this network as the first
example to demonstrate our general approach.

We consider Gaussian networks composed of only broadcast
and MAC components, i.e., there is no interference channel
component. This is equivalent to the assertion that each trans-
mission in the network gets involved in either a superposition
constraint or in a broadcast constraint but not in both. In
practice, such a network can be realized by using a partial
frequency reuse scheme, where the total bandwidth is divided
into different chunks, which are assigned to node in such
a way that interference component is totally avoided. This
strategy is a somewhere in between the two extremes of
total orthogonalization, where frequency allocation ensures
that there is neither MAC nor broadcast nor interference
components, and total reuse, where all links use the same
frequency (we will study this latter case in Sec V).

Gaussian networks with MAC and broadcast components
alone have been previously considered in [49], where it has
been shown that for a network composed of 2-user MAC and
broadcast channels, a separation architecture involving local
coding is approximately optimal. Since this general structural
result holds for all possible traffic models, it may be necessary
in general to use network coding [7] [47] at the network layer.
In contrast, in this paper, we will assume multiple unicast

traffic and utilize the reciprocity of the wireless network to
show that the cut-set bound can be approximately achieved
using a separation scheme along with routing for a network
comprised of general MAC and broadcast channels.
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(a) Example of frequency-planned net-
work
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s1 s2

t2 t1

Outflow at 1:
r12 ≤ c12

r13 ≤ c13

r12 + r13  ≤ c1(23)

Inflow at 1:
r21 ≤ c21

r31 ≤ c31

r21 + r31  ≤ c(23)1

(b) Equivalent noiseless network

Fig. 5: A network composed of broadcast and MAC compo-
nents and its polymatroidal equivalent

A. Gaussian broadcast and multiple access channels

Since our general architecture is composed of local physical
layer schemes along with global routing, we first examine the
component channels (Gaussian broadcast and MAC channels)
to see if the achievable rate region can be written as a
polymatroidal region, how close this region is to the cut-
set bound, and for reciprocity of rate regions between dual
channels.

Let us first consider a multiple access channel, defined by

y =
∑
i

hixi + z, (7)

where the transmitted vector xi is constrained by a power
constraint P at each of the d nodes, y is the received vector
and z denotes the Gaussian noise, which is of unit variance.
Let the rate region achievable on this multiple access channel
be denoted by RMAC

ach (P ), it is known to be equal to,

RMAC
ach (P ) = {R :

∑
i∈A

Ri ≤ log

(
1 +

∑
i∈A
|hi|2P

)
∀A}. (8)

This region is known to be polymatroidal [85]. This rate region
equals the cut-set bound evaluated under product distributions
[18] , i.e.,

RMAC
ach (P ) = RMAC

cut,product(P ). (9)
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Let the cut-set bound evaluated under general distributions be
given by RMAC

cut,general(P ). The following relation is shown in
Lemma 3:

RMAC
ach (P ) ⊇ RMAC

cut,general

(
P

d

)
. (10)

Next, let us consider a “reciprocal” or “dual” broadcast
channel, given by

yi = Hix+ zi , ∀i = 1, 2, ..., d, (11)

where the transmitted vector x is constrained by a power
constraint dP , yi is the received vector and zi denotes the
noise at each receiver, which is of unit power. Let us call
the rate region of the broadcast channel as RBC(P ). This rate
region has been fully characterized, but is not equal to the cut-
set bound and is not even polyhedral (see Chapter 6 in [86]
for a discussion).

The rate region of this broadcast channel with sum power
constraint Pd contains the rate region of the (dual) multiple
access channel with individual constraint P at each node [90],
[91], i.e.,

RBC
ach(P ) ⊇ R MAC

ach (P ). (12)

For the purpose of symmetry3 we can choose to operate the
broadcast channel at the rate region specified by RMAC(P ),
i.e., let us set

RBC
ach(P ) = RMAC

ach (P ). (13)

This will also ensure that the rate region of the achievable
scheme RBC

ach(P ) is polymatroidal. Thus, in our achievable
strategy, the rate region of a multiple access and that of the
dual broadcast channel are equal and given by a polymatroidal
region.

Let the cutset bound for the broadcast channel be specified
as RBC

cut,general(P ). Since there is only one input variable, the
cut-set bound under product distribution and general distribu-
tion are the same.

Lemma 3. The achievable region of the MAC channel com-
pares with the cutset bound under general distributions as
follows:

RMAC
ach (P ) ⊇ RMAC

cut,general

(
P

d

)
. (14)

For the broadcast channel, we have the relation

RBC
ach(P ) ⊇ RBC

cut,general

(
P

d

)
. (15)

Proof: The proof is deferred to Appendix A.
Thus for Gaussian broadcast and MAC channels, the rate

region is approximately polymatroidal, close to the cut, and is
approximately reciprocal.

3We do not suggest this as a practical strategy to operate a channel at a
lowered rate, but only as a proof technique to establish a lower bound on the
achievable performance. ur proof technique does have the limitation of dealing
with polymatroidal rate regions, this is because the flow-cut gap results do
not generalize to other convex rate regions in any simple manner. Our later
work [6] has addressed the case when the power constraints do not obey the
assumptions here or when channels are no longer reciprocal. In this case,
the assumption of symmetric rates cannot be used. However, when the traffic
pattern has a natural symmetry, we show that results similar to the present
paper can be obtained in this setting also.

B. Gaussian networks with MAC and broadcast components

a) Network Model:: The communication network is rep-
resented by an undirected graph G = (V,E), and an edge
coloring ψ : E → C, where C is the set of colors. Each node
v has a set of colors C(v) ⊆ C on which it transmits and re-
ceives. Each color can be thought of as an orthogonal resource
(for example, a frequency band), and therefore the broadcast
and superposition constraints for the wireless channel apply
only within a given color. Let the set of nodes corresponding
to color c be denoted by Vc and the set of edges corresponding
to the color c be given by Ec. These nodes and edges interact
with each other and can be said to constitute a certain channel
between them. We will assume the nodes are equipped with
full duplex radios on each of these resources.

The channel model can therefore be written as

yci =
∑

j∈Nc(i)

hcijx
c
j + zci ∀c ∈ C(i), (16)

where xci , y
c
i , z

c
i are the transmitted vector, received vector and

noise vector on color c, and hcij is the channel coefficient
between node i and node j on color c. Let Nc(i) (Ec(i))
represents the set of neighboring nodes (edges) of node i who
are operating on color c and dc(i) = |Nc(i)| be the degree
of node i in color c. Also, define N (v) = ∪cNc(v) and
E(v) = ∪cEc(v).We assume in this paper that the channels
are symmetric hcij = hcji.

We say that a given c ∈ C is a MAC+BC channel of degree
dc if there exists a node v ∈ Vc edges Ec are of the form
vu1, ...vud; this is because if the edges are oriented towards v
then it is a MAC channel and if they are oriented away from
v then it is a Broadcast channel. Alternately there is at most
one node v ∈ Vc which has degree > 1. A network is said
to be comprised of MAC+BC channels if each c ∈ C is a
MAC+BC channel. Stated alternately, a network is composed
of broadcast and multiple access channels if and only if no
edge is involved simultaneously in a broadcast and interference
constraint inside the same color. We will call such a network
a “Gaussian MAC+BC network”.

Let d = maxc,v dc(v) be the maximum degree of any node
in a given color; therefore, d is the maximum number of users
on any component broadcast or multiple access channel. Each
node has a power constraint P per edge 4. Therefore node v
has power constraint Pdc(v) for transmitting on color c. By the
very definition, this network has a reciprocal MAC channel for
every broadcast channel and vice versa. Let V (c) = {v : c ∈
C(v)} be the set of nodes that use the color c. An example of
a wireless network along with its equivalent noiseless network
is shown in Fig. 5.

Theorem 2. For the k-unicast problem in a Gaussian network
composed of broadcast and multiple access channels, a simple
separation strategy can achieve a rate region,

Rg
ach(P ) ⊇

Rg
cut(

P
d )

κ log(k + 1)
, (17)

4We assume that a node has power constraint proportional to the number
of edges. This is true in the instance of a cellular network, where each node
has a small power constraint and degree 1, whereas the base station has a
power constraint scaling with the number of users.
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where κ is a universal constant.

This means that the min-cut, scaled down in power by a
factor d and in rate by a factor κ log(k + 1), can be achieved.
For the unicast scenario (k = 1), we can show using a similar
proof that

Rg
ach(P ) ⊇ Rg

cut

(
P

d

)
. (18)

This result is similar to that obtained by [13], except that here
it is obtained for the special case of networks composed of
broadcast and multiple access channels. The scheme in [13]
requires a global physical layer scheme (the “quantize and
map” strategy), while for the special case of networks here we
show that a simple separation strategy suffices. It is not easy
to extend the quantize-and-map strategy to multiple-unicast.

1) Coding scheme: Proof of Theorem 2: The coding scheme
is a separation-based (layered) strategy: each component
broadcast or multiple access channel is coded for indepen-
dently creating bit-pipes on which information is routed glob-
ally. The achievable scheme used for the MAC and broadcast
channel are discussed in detail in Sec IV-A. The achievable
rate regions for the MAC and broadcast channels described
there are polymatroidal, and therefore each multiple access
or broadcast channel with d users can be replaced by a set
of d bit-pipes whose rates are jointly constrained by the
corresponding polymatroidal constraints. Since the nodes are
assumed to be full-duplex, we can operate both the MAC and
broadcast channel simultaneously. Thus when we replace each
MAC+BC channel with the corresponding polymatroidal net-
work, we get a bidirected polymatroidal network, where there
are directed edges on both directions. Using the achievable
rates for the corresponding MAC and BC channels from (8)
and (13), we can see that this polymatroidal network has the
following sub-modular functions at any given node v,

ρ+
v (S) =

∑
c

log

1 +
∑

(uv)∈S

|hcuv|2P

 S ⊆ E(v).

ρ−v (S) =
∑
c

log

1 +
∑

(uv)∈S

|hcvu|2P

 S ⊆ E(v).

Thus the polymatroidal network is bidirected, i.e., ρ−v (S) =
ρ+
v (S) ∀v, S, due to the fact that hcuv = hcvu and the reciprocity

in the rate regions of the MAC and BC channel.
Let us denote by Rpoly

ach (P ) and Rpoly
cut (P ) respectively the

rate region for the flow-based achievable scheme and the cut-
set bound region on this induced polymatroidal network. Then
we have from Theorem 1 that

Rpoly
ach (P ) ⊇ Rpoly

cut (P )

κ log(k + 1)
. (19)

As an example, the bidirected polymatroidal network in-
duced for the example of Fig. 5a is shown in Fig. 5b. The
submodular constraints are explicitly written down only for
node 1, but similar constraints apply at nodes 2, 3 and 6. In
this figure, c21, c31 and c(23)1 represent constraints on the rate
of communication from node 2 to 1, the rate of communication

from node 3 to 1 and the sum rate from nodes 2 and 3 to 1
respectively.

It is now sufficient to compare the cuts on the polymatroidal
and the Gaussian network. This is done in the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.

Rg
cut(P ) ⊆ Rpoly

cut (dP ). (20)

Proof: In order to compare the two regions, we fix a cut
Ω ⊆ V and compare the bounds on the Gaussian network and
polymatroidal network. Since the source-destination pairs in
both the networks are identical, the source disconnection set
K(FΩ) is identical and it suffices to compare the value of the
cut in the Gaussian and polymatroidal networks.

Let us fix an Ω and abbreviate the FΩ by simply F . Let
F c denote the edges in F belonging to color c. The value
of the cut in the polymatroidal network is given by the sum
of the cut value for each color c, where the cut value of a
color c is given by the sub-modular function corresponding
to the disconnection pattern in the channel. For example, if
in a broadcast channel comprised of edges uv1, uv2 and uv3,
edges uv1 and uv3 are in cut, then ρ+

u ({uv1, uv3}) is the
value of the cut corresponding to this BC channel. These sub-
modular functions in the polymatroidal network correspond to
the values of achievable regions in the MAC (or BC) channel.
If we consider the same cut in the Gaussian network, the
value of the cut again splits into the sum of cut-values for the
different colors, and the cut-value of a certain color is given
by the cut-value for the corresponding MAC (or BC) channel
evaluated under general distribution. The cut-value of both
the polymatroidal network and the Gaussian network depend
(implicitly) on the power constraint P , since the achievable
region and cut-set bound for each MAC (or BC) channel
depend on the power constraint.

As shown in Lemma 3, we have that for each of these
channels, the Gaussian cut and the polymatroid representing
the achievable scheme are within a power scaling factor of d,
and therefore

Rg
cut(P ) ⊆ Rpoly

cut (dP ), (21)

since both polymatroidal and Gaussian cuts decompose into
sum of individual cuts.

The achievable rate using the separation strategy is given
using (19) as

Rpoly
ach (P ) ⊇ Rpoly

cut (P )

κ log(k + 1)
⊇

Rg
cut(

P
d )

κ log(k + 1)
. (22)

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
2) Special traffic scenarios: We now present results for

directed networks with MAC and broadcast components under
the special traffic patterns presented in Sec. III-D.

Theorem 3. For a directed Gaussian network composed of
broadcast and multiple access channels, a simple separation
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strategy can achieve a rate

Rach(P ) ⊇ Rcut

(
P

d

)
for BC Traffic, (23)

Rsum
ach (P ) ⊇ Rsum

cut

(
P

d

)
for X Traffic, (24)

Proof: The proofs are based on the polymatroidal results
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. The proof is very similar to the proof
of Theorem 2 and is therefore omitted.

V. GENERAL GAUSSIAN NETWORKS

While the results for Gaussian MAC+BC networks in
Sec. IV give an encouraging sign for how well local physical
layer schemes coupled with global routing can do, it is not
clear if these results would extend to the case of general
Gaussian networks, where there is no clear separation of the
network into local channels. In this section, we deal with this
general case and show that our method can in fact apply to
these networks. A basic channel in a general wireless network
is an interference channel, for which near-optimal communica-
tion schemes are known under the assumptions of fast fading
and global availability of channel state information (CSI).
While a general wireless network cannot be decomposed in
any obvious way into interference channels, we will show
that there is a natural achievable scheme for a general wireless
network which uses communication over interference channels
as a basic module and show that this scheme can achieve
provably close to the capacity if the channels undergo fast
fading and there is global availability of CSI. We will show
that our results generalize to other settings like slow fading as
well in Sec. VI.

We will now consider a general Gaussian network where
broadcast and superposition can simultaneously occur, i.e., the
network can contain interference components. Such a network
is clearly more general than the K-user interference channel,
and even this channel has not been well understood in the most
general case ( the tutorial [40] provides an excellent summary
of the current understanding on this channel). However, in
the presence of fast fading, the problem gets symmetrized
considerably, and there is a reasonable understanding of this
problem. Therefore we will resort to the fast fading model in
this section.

While much work has been carried out recently on special
cases of multi-hop interference networks, the general case
remains unsolved, to any degree of approximation. The em-
phasis has been on solving special instances as accurately as
possible. In particular, it has been shown in [41] that the
degrees of freedom of interference networks composed of
fully-connected stages can be achieved using a non-separation
scheme called opportunistic interference alignment. A special
case, the 2× 2× 2 interference-relay network with 2 sources,
2 relays and 2 destinations has been studied in closer detail.
In [66], this network is studied under certain channel condi-
tions and a new scheme called interference neutralization is
proposed there and its gap to capacity is characterized. Using
a combination of this scheme and ideas from alignment, a
DOF-optimal scheme for this network is proposed in [35].

Both these papers establish that separation architecture is
insufficient to achieve even the degrees of freedom for this
network. A question that arises is how far away is a separation
architecture from the optimal scheme for a general network?
In this section, we show that the degrees of freedom of the
separation architecture is within a multiplicative logarithmic
factor (in the number of messages) of the optimal degrees of
freedom. While for the case of 2 messages, this multiplicative
factor result is not very interesting, it is a surprising result for
general k that the factor loss is only logarithmic in the number
of sources rather than linear.

A. Fading X-channels

We first begin by studying a simple component channel of
a general wireless network, this component channel is called
an X-channel. In a L-user X-channel, there are L sources
s1, ..., sL and L destinations t1, ..., tL with each source having
message to send to each destination. In this channel, there
are L2 messages in total. The connectivity graph between the
nodes is a bi-partite graph with E being the set of edges. We
will abbreviate edge (si, tj) as (i, j) since the meaning is clear
from the context.

Note that an interference channel is a special case of this
channel. Capacity achieving schemes even for the L-user
interference channel are not known in the general setting,
however there are many promising schemes with guaranteed
performance under certain constraints. In [15], the authors
show that each user in an L-user interference channel can
achieve half their point-to-point degrees-of-freedom (DOF) if
the channel is fast-fading, using a mechanism called interfer-
ence alignment, which was initially proposed for the 2-user
X-channel in [62]. This result has since been generalized in
several directions; most notably, in [68], it is shown that using
an “ergodic interference alignment” scheme, each user can get
half her rate at all SNR, and in [67], it is shown that the DOF
result can be proved even under fixed channel coefficients using
a scheme termed “real interference alignment.” These results
have been unified into a single framework in [97]. It has also
been shown in [70] that ergodic interference alignment can be
used to achieve linear capacity scaling in dense interference
networks.

1) Channel model: The channel model can therefore be
written as

yi(t) =
∑
j∈In(i)

hij(t)xj(t) + zi(t) ∀t = 1, 2, ..., T, (25)

where xi(t), yi(t), zi(t) are the transmitted vector, received
vector and noise vector at time t, In(i) represents the set of
neighbors of node i who have an incoming edge to i and
fading coefficient hij(t) is associated with edge (i, j) ∈ E at
time t. The noise vector is assumed to have unit variance and
is independent at each node. There is a power constraint of P
per node.

We will make the following assumptions about the fading
distribution:
• Fading coefficients are assumed to be i.i.d. over edges

and over time.
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• The fading coefficient will be assumed to be symmetric,
i.e., if hij is a discrete random variable,

Pr{hij = a} = Pr{hij = −a}, ∀a; (26)

otherwise, if the random variable is absolutely continu-
ous, the pdf p(.) must satisfy

p(hij = a) = p(hij = −a) ∀a. (27)

• The fading distribution is assumed to satisfy,

a := e−E(log |h|2) <∞. (28)

One example of a fading distribution that satisfies these
assumptions is when hij(t) is i.i.d. across nodes and time
with a complex Gaussian distribution, for which a = 1.723
[75].

We will use the shorthand C(P ) to denote the ergodic ca-
pacity of a point-to-point fading channel with power constraint
P , and the fading coefficient h of unit variance,

C(P ) := Eh
[

1

2
log(1 + |h|2P )

]
. (29)
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Fig. 6: Cuts in X-channel

2) Cuts in an X-channel: Consider an example X-channel
with two sources and three destinations, shown in Fig. 6. Two
cuts are marked in the figure. The (green) cut Ω1 separates
only destination 1 from the two sources, thus providing a
bound R11 + R21 ≤ CΩ1 , whereas (red) cut Ω2 separates all
sources from all destinations and therefore provides a bound
on R11 + R12 + R13 + R21 + R22 + R23 ≤ CΩ2

. Of these
two bounds, the first corresponds to that of a polymatroidal
constraint whereas the second does not correspond to a poly-
matroidal constraint (since in a polymatroidal network, only
edges that meet at a node have a joint constraint).

For a general X-channel, these two types of cuts will be
present, and we will classify them as

1) Cuts that separate a single node from the rest of the
nodes (referred to as cuts of the polymatroidal form),
and

2) Cuts that separate multiple sources from multiple desti-
nations.

We would like to show not only an achievable scheme that
achieves the cut-set bound approximately, but also that the
rate region of the achievable scheme satisfies a polymatroidal
constraint. Therefore, for an X-channel, we will have to show
that only cuts of the polymatroidal form (separating one node
from the rest) play a dominant role. This is a key challenge
that we address in this section.

3) Scheme for the K-user interference channel: First, we
consider the case of k-user interference channel, where there
are messages only from si to ti for each i = 1, 2, ..., k. In the
ergodic set-up, the following result is known.

Lemma 5. [68] For a k-user ergodic interference channel,
where the direct links are non-zero, the following rate tuple is
achievable:

Ri =
1

2
C(2P ), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., k. (30)

4) Scheme for the X-channel: We generalize this physi-
cal layer scheme to the X-channel with L sources and M
destinations, demonstrating not only that the cut-set bound is
approximately achievable, but also that only cuts of the poly-
matroidal form are relevant. Let S denote the set of sources
and T denote the set of destinations, with S = {s1, ..., sL} and
T = {t1, ..., tM} and let Rij denote the rate of communication
between si and tj .

Theorem 4. For an L-source, M -sink ergodic X-channel, the
following rate region is achievable:

Rach
X =

{
(Rij)|

∑
j:(i,j)∈E Rij ≤

1
2C(2P ) ∀i∑

i:(i,j)∈E Rij ≤
1
2C(2P ) ∀j

}
. (31)

and furthermore, if d is the maximum degree of any node,

RX
ach(P ) ⊇

RX
cut(

2P
ad )

2
, (32)

where a := e−E(log |h|2).

Proof: Let us write Rij for the rate of communication
between si and tj . We use the following achievable strategy:

• Let us construct a bipartite graph between the source
vertices and sink vertices, and edges given by E.

• A matching in a bipartite graph is a choice of edges such
that each node is present in at most one edge. In our
case, a matching can be thought of as representing a
choice of at most one destination for each source. Choose
a matching π on the bipartite graph. We will use π(i) to
denote the destination index that source si is matched to
(if it is not matched to any destination, then π(i) = φ, the
“null” destination). The characteristic vector of a bipartite
matching is given by the vector (xij) : xij = 1, if
(i, j) ∈ π, otherwise xij = 0.

• Consider the interference channel from s1, ..., sL to
tπ(1), ..., tπ(L). For the si, tπ(i)) pairs that are connected,
we can achieve a rate of 1

2C(2P ) using the strategy of
Lemma 5.

• This implies that a rate given by 1
2C(2P ) times the char-

acteristic vector of the bipartite matching is achievable.
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• Now, we can achieve any convex combination of the rates
given by matchings on the graph. This is given by the
following polytope, called the matching polytope:

M = conv{(xij)π|π a matching }. (33)

• By a theorem in bi-partite graph matchings [80], this
matching polytope can be alternately described as:

P =

{
(xij)|xij ≥ 0 ∀i, j,

∑
j:(i,j)∈E xij ≤ 1 ∀i∑
i:(i,j)∈E xij ≤ 1 ∀j

}
.

• Therefore the achievable rate region is given by (31).
• The cut-set bound Rcut

X implies the following, which are
only a subset of the cuts (the cuts which separate one
node from all the others).{ ∑

j:(i,j)∈E Rij ≤ E log(1 +
∑
j:(i,j)∈E h

2
ijP ) ∀i∑

i:(i,j)∈E Rij ≤ E log(1 +
∑
i:(i,j)∈E h

2
ijP ) ∀j

}
.

• Now, using Jensen’s inequality for logarithm, which is a
concave function, we get

E log(1 +
∑

j:(i,j)∈E

h2
ij) ≤ log(1 +

∑
j:(i,j)∈E

Eh2
ijP ).

The term
∑
j:(i,j)∈E Eh2

ij = |j : (i, j) ∈ E|, since
Eh2

ij = 1. This term is upper bounded by the maximum
degree d of any node in the channel. We get

E log(1 +
∑

j:(i,j)∈E

h2
ij) ≤ log(1 + dP ). (34)

Now we apply Jensen’s inequality to a different convex
function f(x) = log(1 + bex) to get,

C(aP ) = E(log(1 + aP |h|2)) (35)

= E{log(1 + aPelog |h|2)} (36)

≥ log(1 + aPeE(log |h|2)) (37)
= log(1 + aPa−1) = log(1 + P ), (38)

where a := e−E(log |h|2)). Now we substitute this equation
(38) in (34) to get,

E log(1 +
∑

j:(i,j)∈E

h2
ij) ≤ log(1 + dP )

≤ E log(1 + adP |h|2)

= C(adP ). (39)

Thus the cut-set bound implies the following inequalities:{
(Rij)|

∑
j:(i,j)∈E Rij ≤ C(adP ) ∀i ∈ S∑
i:(i,j)∈E Rij ≤ C(adP ) ∀j ∈ T

}
.

• Therefore we get the result that

RX
ach(P ) ⊇

RX
cut(

2P
ad )

2
. (40)

Thus for a fading X channel, the rate region is exactly
polymatroidal, approximately close to the cut, and exactly
reciprocal (since the description of the rate region remains
the same even the channel is reversed).
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Fig. 7: Layered network and cuts

B. General Gaussian Fast Fading Network

The network is represented by an undirected graph G =
(V,E), where an edge denotes whether two nodes are con-
nected. If two nodes i, j are connected, it signifies that there
is a fading coefficient hij(t) associated with the pair of nodes.
This coefficient is assumed to vary over time and across edges
in an i.i.d. manner with unit variance. The detailed channel
model is exactly the same as in Sec. V-A, except that now
there is no dichotomy of the node set into transmitting nodes
and receiving nodes; here a single node could potentially both
transmit and receive. In this general network edge uv may
exist for any pair of nodes u and v. For examples of networks
considered here, we refer the reader to Fig. 3 for a non-layered
example or the one in Fig. 7 for a layered example.

Theorem 5. For a bidirected ergodic wireless network with k
source destination pairs, the rate region given by

Rg(P ) ⊇
Rgcut

(
P
bd3

)
κ log(k + 1)

(41)

is achievable using a separation strategy, where κ is a
universal constant, d is the maximum degree of any node
and b := e−E(log |h|2)

2 is a constant depending on the fading
distribution. If the fading is complex Gaussian, b ≈ 0.86.

Proof:
Coding Scheme: The basic idea of the coding scheme is

similar to the Gaussian MAC+BC networks, where we use
a local physical layer followed by a global routing. The key
problem here is that unless a MAC+BC network, which could
be resolved into its component channels, the general Gaussian
wireless network does not decompose into component inter-
ference or X channels. This is resolved by treating the whole
network as a single physical layer X-channel, from the set
of all nodes on the left to the set of all nodes on the right,
over which coding is performed. At a first glance, this may
seem like no reduction at all, however, it must be pointed out
that this single channel can only communicate information
between nodes that have direct non-zero links, whereas the
original network can communicate information between any
two nodes that are connected through the graph. Thus in fact,
this has to be considered as a local communication scheme
in so far as only connected nodes can communicate through
this scheme. However, the original traffic node may demand
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information to be sent between two non-neighboring nodes, in
which case, information is multi-hopped through the network.

We will now show a scheme by which we can convert
the bidirected ergodic wireless network into a bidirected
polymatroidal network, i.e., any rate point achievable on the
polymatroidal network can be achieved in the original ergodic
wireless network as well. In the proposed scheme, at every
time, all nodes transmit and all nodes receive (this is possible
since we assume full duplex operation). Let us call the set
of nodes V = {σ1, ..., σ|V |}, and assume that each of these
nodes has a message to transmit. We fix a permutation of
V to be τ1, ..., τ|V |, where τi tries to decode the information
transmitted by σi. Note that here we use the symbol σ to
denote a transmitting node and τ to denote a receiving node.
Since the nodes are assumed to be full-duplex, a node can be
simultaneously a transmitter and a receiver.

Once a permutation is fixed, only τi is interested in the
transmission from σi. Thus we have created an interference
channel between the set of nodes and itself. We will view one
snapshot of transmission in the network as a transmission in a
bipartite graph, from the set of nodes V l = V on the left side
to the set of nodes V r = V on the right side. Node u on the
left is connected to node v on the right with channel coefficient
huv from the original network. On this interference channel,
we know that a rate equal to 1

2C(2P ) can be achieved by
using ergodic alignment between the transmitter-receiver pair
σi and τi for each i which has a direct link between σi and
τi. The strategy is now to time share between all possible
permutations; not necessarily using all possible permutations
uniformly.

We now wish to characterize the set of all possible rate
tuples achievable between the various nodes. In order to do
this, we note that each permutation is essentially a directed
matching in this graph. A directed matching is a set of edges
such that each node has at most one outgoing edge and at
most one incoming edge, i.e, it can be a transmitter for one
message and a receiver for another. The characteristic vector of
a directed matching has a component corresponding to each
edge in the graph G, with a particular component being 1
if that particular edge is chosen in the matching. We can
then define the characteristic directed matching polytope to
be the region obtained by taking convex combinations of
directed matchings in the graph. Thus the characterization
of all possible rate tuples is equivalent to the characteristic
polytope of directed matchings in a directed graph. Let a
point in the characteristic polytope be donated by a vector
{xuv}uv∈E where uv is the directed edge from v to u. The
following lemma provides a dual characterization:

Lemma 6. The directed matching polytope in a directed graph
has the following dual characterization:∑

u

xuv ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V (42)∑
u

xvu ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V (43)

(44)

Proof: This is a non-standard restatement of the well

known dual characterization of the bipartite matching poly-
tope. The statement can be proved using the total unimod-
ularity of the constraint matrix of this polytope. The total
unimodularity can be shown by showing that the constraint
matrix for this directed matching polytope is the same as the
constraint matrix of the bipartite (undirected) graph matching
polytope with the same set of nodes replicated on the left
and on the right, and therefore the total unimodularity follows
from there. We refer the reader to [80] for a review of these
concepts.

Thus the induced polymatroidal network can be described
as follows. There are edges E similar to the original graph,
but the capacities are constrained according to the capacity
constraints: ∑

u∈In(v)

Ruv ≤
1

2
C(2P ) ∀v ∈ V (45)

∑
u∈Out(v)

Rvu ≤
1

2
C(2P ) ∀u ∈ V. (46)

This is now a bidirected polymatroidal network since the
polymatroidal constraint is symmetric for the incoming and the
outgoing edges at any given node. Now we perform routing
over this bidirected polymatroidal network. Now the flow and
cut on this network are related by,

Rg
ach = Rpoly

ach ⊇
Rpoly

cut

κ log(k + 1)
. (47)

If we can relate the cut-set bound on the polymatroidal
network to an outer bound on the original Gaussian network,
we can get the desired result. We will show the following
lemma.

Lemma 7.

Rpoly
cut (P ) ⊇ 1

2
Rg

cut

(
P

bd3

)
. (48)

Proof: Let us start with a cut on the polymatroidal
network. A cut F on the polymatroidal network specifies a
vertex partition Ω and along with it, specifies how to compute
the value of the cut ν(F ). Recall from the definition of the
cut for polymatroidal networks that ν(F ) is achieved by an
assignment g of each edge (uv) ∈ F to either node u or
v and then summing up the sub-modular functions in the
polymatroidal network. This essentially specifies a grouping
of the edges in the cut. Recall that the value of the cut ν(F )
is given by,

ν(F ) :=
∑
v

{ρ−v (δ−(v) ∩ g−1(v)) + ρ+
v (δ+(v) ∩ g−1(v))}.

For example, consider the cut in Fig. 7b, it features the vertex
partition and also specifies how to group edges to get an upper
bound.

In the case of our polymatroidal functions, since each
sub-modular function has the same value (0.5C(P )), if it is
assigned a non-empty subset. Hence the total value of the
edge-cut in the polymatroidal network is equal to the number
of nodes that are assigned at least one incoming edge by the
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assignment plus the number of nodes that are assigned at least
one outgoing edges. Thus

ν(F ) = |g−1(F )|C(P )

2
, (49)

i.e., the value of the cut is given by 0.5C(P ) times the number
of different nodes that g assigns nodes in F to.

Now, the value of the corresponding vertex partition cut Ω
in the Gaussian network is given by the capacity of the MIMO
channel with the channel matrix HΩ. This quantity does not
easily relate to the cut value in the polymatroidal network.
Also, the polymatroidal network has this assignment function
g, which has no natural counterpart in the Gaussian network.
Therefore in order to relate the two, we need to do some
transformation to the Gaussian network.

The key idea is the following. While in the original Gaussian
network, all edges share the same frequency resource, we
upper bound the rates in the original Gaussian network by
a “colored” Gaussian network, where there is more than one
frequency resource and different edges can potentially use
different frequency resources. Let each frequency resource
be represented by a distinct “color”. Now, broadcast and
superposition happen only inside a given frequency resource.
There are many possible frequency allocations, and we upper
bound the rates in the original network by a colored Gaussian
network, where the coloring pattern is determined based on
the optimal allocation g in the polymatroidal cut.

Let C denote the set of frequency resources available,
and let edge e operate in frequency resource c(e). A given
frequency allocation can now be represented using a vec-
tor ~c. In the colored Gaussian network, node v has colors
C(v) = {c(e) : e ∈ In(v) ∪ Out(v)}. The channel model is
the same as the model described in Sec. IV, where hcuv is set
to be the same as huv from the original network. We denote
the achievable rate and the cut-set bound at power constraint
P per node on each color in the colored Gaussian network by
R~cach(P ) and R~ccut(P ).

Lemma 8. If we color the edges in the Gaussian network with
~c to obtain a “colored network”, then rate region achievable
in the two networks are related by the following,

Rg
ach(P ) ⊆ R~cach(dP ) (50)

Rg
cut(P ) ⊆ R~ccut(dP ) (51)

where d is the maximum degree of any node in the network.

Proof: See Appendix F
We now describe the specific coloring that we would like to

use as a function of the cut F and an assignment g of edges
in the cut to nodes. In this coloring scheme, edges in F that
share the same g have the same color, and all outside edges
have distinct colors. This defines a coloring vector ~c, given by,

c(e) = g(e)∀e ∈ F (52)
c(e) = e∀e ∈ E \ F. (53)

Observe now that the colored network is a Gaussian
MAC+BC network, whose cut decomposes into a sum of cuts
for each channel. The value of the cut F now in this colored

Gaussian network is given by the sum of the corresponding
MAC and BC cuts.

The value of any MAC cut, where all edges are pointed
towards node v, is given by the following (recall that the
colored Gaussian network has power constraint dP).

RMAC
cut = E log

1 + (
∑

u∈Nc(v):uv∈F

|hcuv|)2dP

 (54)

(a)

≤ E log

1 +
∑

u∈Nc(v):uv∈F

|huv|2d2P

 (55)

(b)

≤ log

1 + E(
∑

u∈Nc(v):uv∈F

|huv|2)d2P

 (56)

= log
(
1 + dc(v)d2P

)
(57)

(c)

≤ log
(
1 + d3P

)
(58)

(d)

≤ E
{

log
(
1 + ad3P |h|2

)}
= C(ad3P ). (59)

Here step (a) follows by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, step
(b) follows because of applying Jensen’s inequality to the
logarithm function, step (c) follows because d is the maxi-
mum degree in the graph. Step (d) follows using (38). Here
a := e−E(log |h|2) is finite for the fading distribution, by
assumption. Thus each MAC cut featuring in F contributes
value equal to at most C(ad3P ). Similarly each BC cut can
be shown to contribute value at most C(ad3P ). Thus the value
of the cut in the MAC+BC network is upper bounded by the
total number of MAC and BC channels featuring in the cut
times C(ad3P ). The number of such channels is equal to the
total number of colors involved in the cut, which is exactly
|g−1(F )|. Therefore the value of the cut in the Gaussian
network is given by C(ad3P )|g−1(F )|. When we compare
this to the value of the cut in the polymatroidal network (see
(49)), we can obtain the following equation,

Rpoly
cut ⊇

1

2
Rg

cut

(
P

bd3

)
, (60)

where b := a
2 = eE(log |h|2)

2 is a constant depending on the
fading distribution. This completes the proof to the theorem.
For h distributed as complex gaussian, b ≈ 0.86.

Now, (47) and (48) together imply that,

Rg
ach ⊇

Rg
cut
(
P
bd3

)
κ log(k + 1)

, (61)

which completes the proof of the theorem.
1) Multi-antenna nodes: We can prove a result similar to

the one in Theorem 5 even when there are multiple antennas
at the nodes.

Theorem 6. For a bidirected ergodic wireless network with
multiple antenna nodes, the rate region for k-unicast is given
by

R(P ) ⊇
Rcut

(
P
bd3

)
κ log(k + 1)

, (62)
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is achievable using a separation strategy, where κ is a univer-
sal constant, d is the maximum number of antennas that can
communicate with any given antenna and b := e−E(log |h|2)

2 is
a constant depending on the fading distribution.

Proof: The proof of the theorem is very similar to that
of Theorem 5 except that when there are multiple antennas,
each antenna is treated as a separate node with infinite
capacity wireline links between antennas of the same node.
This scheme can be shown to achieve the cut-set of this new
network to within the approximation factor. We observe that
any finite cut in this new network will partition the antennas
in such a way that all antennas corresponding to the same
original node will lie on the same side of the partition, since
otherwise the value of the cut will become infinite. Therefore
the cut-set in the new network and the original network have
the same value and this completes the proof of the theorem.

2) Special traffic scenarios: We now present results for
directed fast fading networks under the special traffic patterns
presented in Sec. III-D. Since the network is directed, reci-
procity will not be necessary to prove this result.

Theorem 7. For a directed fast fading Gaussian network
with multiple antenna nodes, a simple separation strategy can
achieve a rate

Rach(P ) ⊇
Rcut

{
P
bd3

}
2

for BC Traffic, (63)

Rsum
ach (P ) ⊇

Rsum
cut

{
P
bd3

}
2

for X Traffic, (64)

where d is the maximum number of antennas that can com-
municate with any given antenna and b := e−E(log |h|2)

2 is a
constant depending on the fading distribution.

Proof: The proofs are similar to the proof of Theorem 5
and are therefore omitted. Here, the factor loss of 2 is present
for the BC scenario due the factor 2 loss in the local physical
layer scheme (see Theorem 4).

3) Special channel model: directed layered network: In this
section, we consider directed fully-connected (f.c.) layered
networks. These are layered networks, which have connec-
tivity between adjacent layers only in the forward direction,
i.e., links are always between a node in Vi to a node in
Vi+1. Further for a fully-connected network, we assume that
(u, v) ∈ E ∀u ∈ Vi, v ∈ Vi+1. Consider, for example, the
network in Fig. 8a.

Theorem 8. For a directed fully-connected layered ergodic
wireless network with k-distinct sources in the first layer
having messages to k distinct sinks in the last layer, the rate
region given by

R(P ) ⊇
Rcut

{
P
bd3

}
2

(65)

is achievable using a separation strategy, where d is the
maximum degree of any node and b := e−E(log |h|2)

2 .

Proof: The achievable scheme is again a local physical
layer scheme, i.e., for each hop in the layered network we use
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Fig. 8: Directed layered F.C. networks

the strategy for X-channels described in Sec. V-A. Now we
get a special type of directed polymatroidal network for which
we can show that max-flow equals min-cut.

Theorem 9. For a k-unicast problem in a polymatroidal
directed layered network in which all the node constraints are
of the form ∑

u∈In{v}

Ruv ≤ 1, ∀v, (66)

∑
v∈Out{u}

Ruv ≤ 1, ∀u, (67)

the rate region given by max-flow equals the min-cut for the
k-unicast problem.

Proof: See Appendix G.
Now we can use Lemma 7 to get:

Rg
ach(P ) = Rpoly

ach (P ) = Rpoly
cut (P ) ⊇ 1

2
Rg

cut

{
P

bd3

}
, (68)

which implies the theorem.

VI. OTHER WIRELESS NETWORK MODELS

Till now, we saw two instances of wireless network models,
namely, the Gaussian MAC+BC network and the general
fading wireless network model for which we showed capacity
results. In this section, we will show that the basic principle
of this paper applies to a variety of other wireless network
models as well, i.e., near-optimal local physical layer schemes
combined with global routing can yield approximate capacity
results for several popular wireless network models.

We will show that for many channel models for which
there are good schemes for the physical layer channel, we
can extend the result to a network composed of those physical
layer channels. We will consider many physical layer channels
and identify some key properties of these channels. For each
of these channels, the goals will be to identify a physical layer
scheme, quantify its rate region, understand its closeness to the
cut-set bound and to examine its combinatorial structure. We
will also analyze if the rate region remains (approximately)
the same when the sources and destinations are exchanged
and channels are reversed. Good physical layer schemes are
then stitched together with routing to get global schemes
using the polymatroidal network machinery. A summary of
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various models for physical layer wireless channels, which
have already been established in the literature, is given in
Table I; the principle aim of this section is to extend the results
from the channel setting to a network setting.

While networks compressed of Gaussian MAC / BC chan-
nels have been examined in Sec. IV and fading X-channels
considered in Sec. V, we explore the other channels in order to
obtain their network generalizations in this section. While we
can obtain capacity approximation results for networks com
prised of linear deterministic MAC/BC channels and also for
fading linear deterministic networks, we omit these results for
brevity since they are very similar to the Gaussian MAC/BC
channels and fading X-channel results obtained earlier.

We will use the notation Rch
ach and Rch

cut to denote the
achievable and the cut-set rate regions respectively, where the
superscript ’ch’ denotes the channel of interest.

A. Broadcast erasure networks with commensurate feedback

Broadcast erasure networks, in which there are broadcast
but no superposition constraints, serve as high level models
for communication in wireless networks. Unicast in broadcast
erasure networks is well understood, for which it has been
shown [20] that min-cut is achievable using a global linear
network coding scheme (in [56], it is shown that knowledge of
erasure locations is not necessary at the destination). It has also
been shown that a separation scheme in which each broadcast
erasure channel is coded for locally to create noiseless links
does not perform very well. This is due to the fact that for each
broadcast erasure channel the capacity region is far away from
the min-cut region. However, it has been recently shown in
[92], [32] that by utilizing ACK feedback, the capacity region
is enlarged to become closer to the min-cut region (we recall
this result in Sec. VI-A1).

Therefore, we naturally consider a network of broadcast
erasure channels, where each channel has a natural (reciprocal)
feedback mechanism. We call this as a network of broadcast
erasure channels with feedback.

1) Broadcast erasure channels : To begin with, we study a
simple broadcast erasure channel and recall its capacity result.

For a broadcast erasure channel with d receivers, the channel
model can be written as

yi = eix, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., d, (69)

where ei is a binary random variable which when 0 repre-
sents that at receiver i, the packet got erased. If ei are all
independent, then the broadcast erasure channel is said to be
an independent erasure broadcast channel. Such a channel is
specified by erasure probabilities εi, i = 1, 2, ..., d, where

εi = Pr{ei = 0}. (70)

For the purpose of simplicity, in this paper, we will consider
only broadcast erasure channels that are independent and
symmetric, which implies that there is only one parameter
ε and εi = ε ∀i. The following is a simple lemma

Lemma 9. For an erasure broadcast channel without feed-
back, the cut-set bound can be as large as d times the capacity
region.

Proof: See Appendix B.
This result implies that for broadcast erasure channels

(without feedback), there are no good local schemes that can
achieve close to the cut.

2) Broadcast erasure channels with feedback: Since there
are no good local schemes for the broadcast channel, we
suggest that the scale of the locality be enlarged to include
the presence of feedback links in the physical model to get
better local schemes.

The capacity of the erasure broadcast channel with ACK
feedback (the receiver acknowledges whether it received the
packet) was studied by [33] for the two user channel, and
later extended to the more general case independently by
[92] and [32]. The schemes are based on network coding and
interference alignment and demonstrate that the following rate
region is achievable.

Lemma 10. [92], [32] The following rate region is achievable
for the erasure broadcast channel with ACK feedback:

RBEC
ach,fb =

(R1, ..., RD)|
∑

i=1,2,..,d

Rπ(i)

1− εi
≤ 1 ∀π

 . (71)

Here π is a permutation of the set (1, . . . , d). Note that this
region is not polymatroidal. However, it is close to the min-cut
rate region (which is itself polymatroidal) as seen below:

Lemma 11.

RBEC
ach,fb ⊇

RBEC
cut

log(d+ 1)
. (72)

Proof: See Appendix C.
The reciprocal nature of wireless channels from which the

broadcast erasure channel is constructed naturally suggests a
way of providing feedback links of commensurate strength.
Formally, a channel is said to have commensurate feedback
if there are feedback links from the various receiving nodes
to the transmitters with the same rate region as the cut-set
bound for the forward channel (please refer Appendix D for
one possible way).

Thus for a broadcast erasure channel with feedback, the rate
region is approximately polymatroidal, close to the cut, and is
approximately reciprocal.

3) Broadcast erasure networks with commensurate feed-
back: Consider a network which is composed of broadcast
erasure channels, with an appropriate mechanism for feedback
built into the network. In particular, we look for feedback
that is commensurate; formally: a channel is said to have
commensurate feedback if there are feedback links from the
various receiving nodes to the transmitters with the same
rate region as the cut-set bound for the forward channel.
The reciprocal nature of wireless channels from which the
broadcast erasure channel is constructed naturally suggests a
way of providing feedback links of commensurate strength.
In Appendix D, we look at one possible way of obtaining
feedback links of commensurate strength as the forward links.

From now on, we will assume that each erasure broadcast
channel has commensurate feedback, without cognizance to
how this particular rate region was obtained. For simplicity, we
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TABLE I: Canonical wireless channels, as viewed via three lenses.

Characteristic / Closeness-to-Cut Combinatorial Reciprocity
Channel Structure

Gaussian MAC / BC Approximate Polymatroidal Approximate

Fading X-Channel Approximate Polymatroidal Approximate

Erasure Broadcast Far Polytope Far

Erasure Broadcast Approximate Polymatroidal Approximate
(Feedback)

Fixed X-Channel Approximate Polymatroidal Approximate
in DOF DOF region in DOF

Fading MAC / BC
with delayed CSI Approximate Polymatroidal Approximate

Linear Deterministic Exact Polymatroidal Exact
MAC / BC

Fading linear deterministic Approximate Polymatroidal Approximate

will assume that all broadcast erasure channels are symmetric
and independent, i.e., each broadcast erasure channel has
erasure independent probability ε.

Theorem 10. For the k unicast problem in a network of
erasure broadcast channels with commensurate feedback, a
simple separation strategy can achieve a rate

Rerasure
ach ⊇ Rerasure

cut

κ log(k + 1) log(dmax + 1)
, (73)

where κ is a universal constant, dmax is the maximum number
of users in any broadcast erasure channel.

Proof: Consider the following separation strategy: even
though the feedback links have a rate region given by RBC

cut ,
we will restrict them to use the rate region RBC

ach,fb in order
to preserve symmetry. The feedback links are used for two
distinct purposes:
• To provide Ack / Nack feedback. This feedback has an

overhead of 1-bit per packet which we treat as negligible.
This assumption makes sense especially when packet
lengths are large.

• To route flows on the reverse direction. Since the Ack
feedback overhead is assumed to be small, this will
essentially occupy the whole capacity. We establish a
bidirected network by using the feedback links for rout-
ing.

Since we have the Ack / Nack feedback for each erasure
broadcast channel, we can use the scheme of Lemma 10 to
obtain the rate region RBEC

ach,fb with feedback. This induces a
bidirected polymatroidal network specified in the following
manner, in which we can use flows to achieve a rate region
Rpoly

ach . By Theorem 1, we have that

Rpoly
ach ⊇

Rpoly
cut

κ log(k + 1)
. (74)

By Lemma 11, we have RBEC
ach,fb ⊇

RBEC
cut

κ log(dmax+1) . Further, since

cuts in the polymatroidal and the original network decompose
into cuts for each channel, any cut-set in the polymatroidal
network induced by the achievable scheme has a counterpart
cut-set in the erasure network within a factor of log(dmax+1):

Rpoly
cut ⊇

Rerasure
cut

log(dmax + 1)
. (75)

Now (74) and (75) together imply

Rpoly
ach ⊇

Rerasure
cut

κ log(k + 1) log(dmax + 1)
, (76)

which proves the desired result.

B. Fixed Gaussian network

We studied a general Gaussian network under the fast fading
assumption in Sec. V and showed how to construct near-
optimal schemes for such a network. In this section, we con-
sider general Gaussian networks under the assumption of slow
fading, i.e., channels are fixed but drawn from a continuous
fading distribution, and global availability of channel state
information. Under these assumptions, the degrees-of-freedom
was characterized for a K-user interference channel in [67],
[27]. We will use that as a physical channel result in order to
get a degrees-of-freedom result for the slow-fading wireless
network. The method of obtaining the result is very similar to
that of the

1) Fixed X-channels : Consider an L-user X-channel with
fixed channel coefficients drawn from a continuous distri-
bution. We will obtain a degrees-of-freedom characterization
of this X-channel (which holds almost surely). The channel
model can therefore be written as

yi(t) =
∑
j∈In(i)

hijxj(t) + zi(t) ∀t = 1, 2, ..., T, (77)

where xi(t), yi(t), zi(t) are the transmitted vector, received
vector and noise vector at time t, In(i) represents the set of
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neighbors of node i who have an incoming edge to i and
channel coefficient hij associated with edge (i, j) ∈ E is
drawn from a continuous distribution which has a probability
density function, i.e., the probability measure is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Borel measure. The noise vector
is assumed to have unit variance and is independent at each
node. There is a power constraint of P per node.

First, we consider the case of an L-user interference chan-
nel, where there are messages only from si to ti for each i.
The following result characterizes the degrees of freedom of
the L-user interference channel:

Lemma 12. [67] For a k-user interference channel with
channel coefficients drawn from a continuous distribution,
if the direct links are non-zero, the following DOF tuple is
achievable almost surely:

Di =
1

2
, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., k. (78)

We can generalize this interference channel scheme to the
X-channel with L sources and M destinations, using the same
method as in Theorem 4.

Theorem 11. For an L-source, M -sink fixed X-channel, the
following DOF region is achievable almost surely:

Dach
X =

{
(Dij)

∣∣∣∣ ∑j:(i,j)∈E Dij ≤ 1
2 ∀i ∈ S∑

i:(i,j)∈E Dij ≤ 1
2 ∀j ∈ T

}
. (79)

and furthermore,

Dach
X ⊇ D

X
cut

2
a.s. (80)

Proof: The proof proceeds in a manner quite similar
to that of Theorem 4; the only difference is that we use
Lemma 12 instead of Lemma 5. Also, since we are dealing
with DOF, which is an SNR-scaling characterization, the
(constant) power scaling factor is not relevant.

Thus for a fixed X-channel, the achievable DOF region
is exactly polymatroidal, approximately close to the cut, and
exactly reciprocal (since the description of the achievable DOF
region remains the same even the channel is reversed).

2) Fixed Gaussian Network: We will now show that the
local scheme can be placed in a network context to get an
almost-sure DOF characterization.

Theorem 12. For a bidirected fixed multi-antenna Gaussian
network with k source destination pairs, the DOF given by

Dach ⊇
Dcut

κ log(k + 1)
(81)

is achievable almost surely using a separation strategy, where
κ is a universal constant.

Proof: The proof proceeds analogously to Theorem 6, but
instead of using the local scheme in Theorem 4, the scheme
of Theorem 11 is used and therefore a DOF characterization
is obtained.

C. Networks of fast fading MAC and broadcast channels with
delayed CSIT

We examined networks composed of Gaussian MAC and
broadcast channels in Sec. IV under the assumption that the
channels were fixed and channel state information is available
to all the nodes. If we instead assume that the channels
were undergoing fast fading and channel state information
is available to all the nodes, then again the network level
problem can be solved similarly. However, this assumption
may be too hard to achieve in practice. Therefore, in this
section, we will consider networks comprised of fast fading
MAC and broadcast channels where the transmitters receive
CSI but only after a delay. Here the resources incurred for
communicating the delayed CSI to the transmitter are not
modeled. Such channels have been studied in recent work [9],
where it has been demonstrated how to achieve close to the
cut-set bound in this setting.

In this section, we will show that that result can be “lifted”
to a network level result. The ease with which we can take an
existing channel level result and translate that into a network
level approximation result demonstrates the power and scope
of the proposed approach in this paper.

1) MIMO broadcast and MAC channel with delayed feed-
back : We will consider MIMO broadcast and MAC channels,
similar to Sec. IV-A, but with the difference that the channel
states are i.i.d. over antennas and time. If the CSI is instanta-
neously available at the transmitter and the receiver, then the
methods and results of Sec. IV-A continue to hold. However,
the problem becomes interesting when global channel state
information is no longer available. In some settings, the
channel may change so fast that by the time the channel
state feedback reaches the transmitter, the channel state has
changed significantly. This feature is essentially present in the
erasure channel if we think of erasure as being a channel state,
which is unknown to the transmitter originally. In the erasure
channel case, the ACK feedback delivers this channel state
(i.e., whether the channel is in erasure or not) to the transmitter
with a delay. Recent work by Ali and Tse [9] showed the
surprising result that, even in Gaussian networks, delayed CSI
can be very beneficial as compared to the absence of CSIT
[100]. This will form the basis of our investigation of these
channels.

We assume that each broadcast and MAC channel gets
feedback from its receivers about the channel state; however,
the channel changes before the feedback arrives, precluding
the use of feedback to predict the future state of the channel.
We will resort to a degree-of-freedom characterization for this
problem. Let di denote the achievable degrees of freedom for
the i-th message, i.e.,

di := lim
SNR→∞

Ri(SNR)

log SNR
, (82)

where Ri is the achievable rate for user i. The achievable DOF
region is denoted by Dach, and the region given by the cutset
bound is denoted by Dcut.

Such a multiple access case is easy to deal with because
even without channel state information, the cut-set bound can
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be achieved,

DMAC
ach = DMAC

cut . (83)

However for the corresponding broadcast channel, in the
absence of CSIT, we can only achieve rates that are far from
the cut-set. In [9], it is shown that the presence of channel
state feedback, even when delayed, can significantly alter the
situation, as was the case with broadcast erasure channels:

Lemma 13. [9] For a fading MISO broadcast channel with a
source with L transmit antennas and L single transmit antenna
receivers, the following DOF region can be achieved with the
help of delayed CSIT:

DBC
ach =

{
L∑
i=1

Di ≤
1∑L
i=1

1
i

}
. (84)

Our first result is to obtain an approximation for the rate
region of MIMO broadcast channels with delayed feedback,
formally stated in the following lemma and proved in App. E.

Lemma 14. For a fading MIMO broadcast channel with l
transmit antennas and d users with user i having mi antennas,
and delayed CSI feedback, the following DOF region can be
achieved:

DBC
ach ⊇

DBC
cut

log(p+ 1)
, (85)

where p := min(l,
∑
imi) is the minimum of the number of

transmit and receive antennas in the system.

Thus for a fading MIMO broadcast channel, the rate re-
gion is approximately polymatroidal, close to the cut, and is
approximately reciprocal.

2) Network of fasting fading MIMO MAC and BC channels:
Now, we are ready to obtain the degree of freedom region for
multiple unicast over a network of such channels.

Our main result for such networks is the following.

Theorem 13. For the k unicast problem in Gaussian network
composed of fading broadcast and multiple access channels
with delayed feedback, a simple separation strategy can
achieve a DOF,

Dach ⊇
Dcut

κ log(k + 1) log(pmax + 1)
, (86)

where κ is a universal constant,

pmax = max
BC channels

p(BC channel), (87)

and p(BC channel) is given by the minimum of number of
transmit antennas and the total number of received antennas
in the broadcast channel.

Proof: The coding scheme is again a separation-based
strategy: each component broadcast or multiple access channel
with delayed feedback is coded for independently creating bit-
pipes on which information is routed globally. The physical
layer technique is the scheme for MIMO broadcast and MAC
channels with delayed CSIT proposed in Sec. VI-C1. The
proof is very similar to that in Sec. VI-A.

For the fading MIMO broadcast channel with delayed
feedback, we can achieve the following DOF region DBC

ach with
feedback. For the fading MIMO multiple access channel, we
can achieve the region given by DMAC

ach , but we will restrict
ourselves to achieve the smaller rate region DBC

ach for the
purpose of symmetry. This induces a bidirected polymatroidal
network, in which we can use flows to achieve a rate region
Rpoly

ach . By Theorem 1, we have

Rpoly
ach ⊇

Rpoly
cut

κ log(k + 1)
. (88)

By Lemma 14, we have DBC
ach ⊇

DBC
cut

log(pmax+1) and by choice,

DMAC
ach =

DMAC
cut

log(pmax+1) . Further, since cuts in the polymatroidal
and the original fading network decompose into cuts for each
channel, any cut-set in the polymatroidal network induced by
the achievable scheme has a counterpart cut-set in the erasure
network within a factor of log(pmax + 1):

Rpoly
cut =

Dfading
cut

log(pmax + 1)
. (89)

Also, we can achieve the same DOF in the original fading
network as the rate in the polymatroidal network, i.e.,

Rpoly
ach = Dfading

ach . (90)

This implies that

Dfading
ach ⊇ Dfading

cut

κ log(k + 1) log(pmax + 1)
. (91)

This completes the proof of the theorem.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a simple separation ap-
proach for operating wireless networks: coding for “local”
channels using good coding schemes and then routing the
information through the induced network. We demonstrated
that this simple separation approach can achieve near-optimal
performance when the network has natural symmetry (reci-
procity) which is a common feature in many practical wireless
networks. In order to perform the analysis of the achievable
schemes and to compare their rates to the cut-set bounds, the
framework of polymatroidal networks served as an intermedi-
ate graphical method, and we believe that this will be a useful
tool in the analysis of other complex wireless networks as
well.

We now list some potential directions for future work.
1) While the presented schemes are simple in spirit, permit-

ting a layered architecture, much research is needed be-
fore the schemes can be applied in practice. In particular,
the interference alignment schemes on which our results
for general Gaussian networks hinge, require many as-
sumptions (symmetric fast fading and global availability
of CSI), which are unrealistic in many practical settings.
One direction that we believe to be particularly fruitful
is that of constructing new achievable schemes for
interference channels in the presence of feedback.

2) In the study of Gaussian fast fading networks, we
assumed that all links are of equal strength statistically.
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However, this may not be the case in many networks. A
theoretical direction in which the results can be general-
ized is to the case of fast fading networks with different
edges having different average channel strengths.

3) The results in this paper critically depend on the chan-
nel symmetry assumption, i.e., communication happens
through bi-directional links of similar strength. In prac-
tice, this may not hold because of asymmetric power
constraints. Therefore, one open problem is to generalize
the result to the more general setting of asymmetric
channels. Without any further assumptions, this problem
is hard even in the context of wireline networks. Our
recent work [6] proves a similar result for wireless
networks under a traffic symmetry assumption, but per-
mitting general (asymmetric) channels.

4) Another way in which the proposed results are limited
is due to the focus purely on multiple unicast traffic.
The general multi-terminal problem involves some nodes
having messages and each message is demanded by
some subset of the nodes present in the network. This is
termed as the multiple multicast problem, which remains
wide open for the case of general wireless networks.
That this problem has been solved in the context of
fully connected graphs, which arise in the dense wireless
network model, in [70] is an encouraging first step in
this direction.

5) The results presented in this paper for the various
networks, while based on the same principle, had to be
derived independently for each of the channel models.
One future direction of research would be to prove a
formal result for a general family of discrete memoryless
networks, which can then be instantiated to get specific
results for various channel models.

6) The results for Gaussian networks in this paper can be
viewed informally as a generalization of the result of
[76] to the context of abstract graph models. However,
this connection is not formal at this point. It would be
interesting to see if one can prove formally that the local
interference alignment with global routing proposed in
this paper can achieve a similar performance as [76] in
the scaling law context, when the scale of locality is
correctly set.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

The rate region for cut-set under product distribution is
given by:

RMAC
cut,product(P ) =

{
R :

∑
i∈S

Ri ≤ log(1 +
∑
i∈S
|hi|2P )

}
. (92)

The rate region for cut-set under general distribution is given

by:

RMAC
cut,general(P ) =

{
R :

∑
i∈S

Ri ≤ log(1 + (
∑
i∈S
|hi|)2P )

}
. (93)

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get(∑
i∈S
|hi|

)2

P ≤

(∑
i∈S
|hi|2

)
dP, (94)

which in turn implies that,

RMAC
cut,general(P ) ⊆ RMAC

cut,product(dP ). (95)

We can similarly show that,

RBC
cut,general(P ) = RMAC

cut,product(dP ). (96)

Along with the equality in (9), this implies that

RMAC
cut,general(P ) ⊆ RMAC

ach (dP ). (97)

We similarly get, using (13) and (96),

RBC
cut,general(P ) ⊆ RBC

ach(dP ). (98)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 9

Without feedback the capacity of this erasure broadcast
channel can be easily found. This is because this erasure
broadcast channel is stochastically degraded [18], and the
capacity is given by(R1, ..., Rd)|

∑
i=1,2,..,d

Ri ≤ 1− ε

 . (99)

The rate region can be achieved by time sharing between the
individual links. We can compare this rate to the cut-set bound
which is given by

Rcut =

{
(R1, ..., RD)|

∑
i∈J

Ri ≤ 1− ε|J| ∀J ⊆ {1, 2, .., d}

}
.

The ratio between the sum rate of the scheme and the cut-set
bound is the factor

1− ε
1− εd

, which → 1

d
, as ε→ 1. (100)

As expected, the time sharing region does not compare very
favorably to the cut-set bound.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 11

Consider the rate region with feedback Rach,fb. We would
like to know for what value of a does aRach,fb ⊇ Rcut. Let us
take a point in Rcut, we would like to know, for what value
of a does this imply

∑
i=1,2,..,d

Ri

1−εi ≤ a. This is equivalent
to

a = max

n∑
i=1

Ri
1− εi

, (101)
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such that,∑
i∈J

Ri ≤ 1− ε|J| ∀J ⊆ {1, 2, .., d}. (102)

This is a linear optimization over a polymatroid and the
optimal solution is given by the greedy algorithm [25],

(R1, ..., Rd) = (1− ε, ε− ε2, ..., εn−1 − εn), (103)

and the optimal value of the objective function is

n∑
i=1

εi−1 − εi

1− εi
. (104)

Lets examine the i-th term in this sum, substituting x = ε−1,

x− 1

xi − 1
=

1

1 + x1 + ..+ xi−1
≤ 1

i
. (105)

Therefore the sum is upper bounded by

a ≤
∑
i

1

i
≤ log(d+ 1). (106)

APPENDIX D
FEEDBACK: MULTIPLE ACCESS ERASURE CHANNEL

Consider a finite field multiple access erasure channel,
where

y =

d∑
i=1

eixi, (107)

where ei are i.i.d. Bernouli with probability 1 − ε. In this
channel, some of the transmitters’ packets can get erased, and
the received vector is the sum over the finite field of those
packets that did not get erased.

This multiple access channel is the dual of the broadcast
erasure channel in the sense that the cut-set bound of the
two channels are identical. This channel can be realized
physically by using a computation code on the wireless
channel, which computes the required linear combination.
If all the channel coefficients in the wireless channel are
good, then the combination

∑d
i=1Xi can be computed easily.

However if one of the channel coefficient, say hj , is in deep
fade, then it may be algorithmically hard to compute this
linear combination. Therefore, one way around this problem
is to avoid having Xj in the linear combination and instead
compute

∑
i=1,2,...,d i6=j Xi. This gives rise to the channel

model in (107).
The capacity of this multiple access channel is given by

the cut-set bound (which is the same as the broadcast channel
cut-set bound),

RMAC = RMAC
cut = {(R1, ..., RD)|

∑
i∈J

Ri ≤ 1− ε|J| ∀J}.

Here J ⊆ {1, 2, .., d}. We emphasize that the capacity region
of this multiple access channel is equal to the cut-set bound
of the erasure broadcast channel.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF LEMMA 14

We will first consider the case of a network with l transmit
antennas and m single-antenna receivers. We can assume
l ≤ m, since if l > m, we can restrict ourselves to using m
transmit antennas, which leaves the cut unaltered. Therefore
p = l.

We can choose any particular subset of l receivers and use
the strategy in Lemma 13 to achieve a DOF of 1

log(l+1) for
each receiver. We can time share between all possible subsets
of size l to achieve a certain DOF region. To compute the
rate region achievable by this method, we use the following
trick. Let the DOF tuple achieved be 1

log(l+1) (r1, ..., rm). Let
us construct a bi-partite graph with l nodes on the left partition
and m nodes on the right partition and a complete graph
connecting them. Each matching is equivalent to choosing
a certain subset of the receivers (given by the set of right-
partition nodes covered by the matching) and achieving DOF
1 for the each of the receivers. The characteristic vector of a
bipartite matching is given by (xij)M such that xij = 1 for
edge (i, j) in the matching M and xij = 0 otherwise. The
convex hull of these characteristic vectors is given by

M = conv {(xij)M |M a matching } . (108)

For a bipartite graph, this is equivalent to the following
polytope [80]

P =

(xij)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
xij ≥ 0 ∀i, j∑
j xij ≤ 1 ∀i∑
i xij ≤ 1 ∀j

 . (109)

The DOF dj is given by

dj =
1

log(l + 1)

∑
i

xij . (110)

Now consider the following polytope,

Dach =

(dj)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
dj ≥ 0 ∀j
dj ≤ 1

log(l+1)∑
j dj ≤

l
O(log l)

 . (111)

We can show that Dach is equivalent to P by using the
mapping

ψ : Dach → P (112)

ψ{(dj)} = (xij) : xij = log(l + 1)
dj
l
, (113)

and the mapping

ζ : P → Dach (114)

ζ{(xij)} = (dj) : dj =
1

log(l + 1)

∑
i

xij . (115)

Thus the region Dach is achievable. Also the cut-set bound
is given by

Dcut =

(dj)|dj ≥ 0 ∀j, dj ≤ 1,
∑
j

dj ≤ l

 . (116)
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This implies that

Dach =
Dcut

log(l + 1)
, (117)

which completes the proof of the single antenna receiver case.
For the multi-antenna receiver case, we will treat it as being

composed of many single antenna receivers each of which are
receiving independent information and then sum up the rates.
This proof will extend to this case to get the desired result.

APPENDIX F
PROOF OF LEMMA 7

We will prove (50) first by establishing that any rate achiev-
able on the Gaussian network with power constraint P can be
achieved in the colored network with power constraint dP .
We will describe how to emulate a scheme on the Gaussian
network on the colored network.

Let xcv, y
c
v, z

c
v denote the transmitted and received signal

respectively at node v on color c in the colored network. Let
x̃v denote the transmitted signal in the Gaussian network. Now
at any node, we set

xcv :=
√
dx̃v, (118)

which satisfies power constraint dP in the colored network.
Now we define an emulated received signal as,

ỹv :=
1√
d

∑
c

ycv, (119)

which can now be simplified as,

ỹv =
1√
d

∑
c

{
∑

u∈Nc(v)

hcuvx
c
u + zcu} (120)

=
1√
d

∑
u∈N (v)

{
∑
c

hcuv
√
dx̃u + zcu} (121)

=
1√
d

∑
u∈N (v)

{huv
√
dx̃u + zcu} (122)

=
∑

u∈N (v)

{huvx̃u}+
1√
d

∑
u∈N (v)

zcu, (123)

where the penultimate follows from the fact that when we take
the summation over c, only one of the hcuv is non-zero and
that is equal to huv . Now in the last step the noise is summed
over all the neighboring nodes of node v; there are d(v) such
nodes and therefore the noise has variance d(v)

d ≤ 1, since d
is the maximum degree in the graph. Thus ỹv presents a better
signal (stochastically) than the signal in the original Gaussian
network and any scheme succeeding in the original network
can succeed in the new network.

To prove (51), we first observe that any cut in the Gaussian
network is basically the capacity of a MIMO channel, which
equals the cut of the MIMO channel. Applying (50) to the
point to point MIMO channel, the value of the cut and the
capacity (achievable scheme) are the same for this MIMO
channel and this value is upper bounded by the cut in the
colored MIMO channel, and hence the cut in the MIMO
channel is upper bounded by the cut in the colored MIMO
channel.

APPENDIX G
PROOF OF THEOREM 9

The k sources are in the layer V0, and the k destinations are
in the layer VL+1. Let the number of nodes in the i-th layer
be ni.

1) Max-Flow Rate: Let Ri be the rate between the i-th
source destination pair. We will route the flow in a symmetric
manner, where the incoming flow is divided equally among all
the edges going out of a node. We will compute constraints
on the rate region achievable by this strategy.

In the first hop, all edges going out of the i-th source will
carry a flow of value Ri

n1
. The constraint imposed by the edges

going out of the source is given by

Ri
n1
n1 ≤ 1 ⇐⇒ Ri ≤ 1, ∀i = 1, 2, .., k. (124)

The constraint imposed by the edges coming into the nodes
of the first hop are given by∑

iRi
kn1

k ≤ 1 ⇐⇒
∑
i

Ri ≤ n1. (125)

The total flow carried by all the nodes in any given layer
equals

∑
iRi, and each node in layer l carries a flow of Ri

nl

corresponding to flow i.
In the l− th hop connecting layers Vl−1 and Vl, each edge

carries a flow of value Ri

nlnl+1
corresponding to source i, which

yields a total flow of value
∑

i Ri

nlnl+1
for each edge. The outgoing

constraints on layer l − 1 yield,∑
iRi

nlnl+1
nl+1 ≤ 1 ⇐⇒

∑
i

Ri ≤ nl, ∀i = 1, 2, .., k. (126)

The incoming constraints on layer l yield,∑
iRi

nlnl+1
nl ≤ 1 ⇐⇒

∑
i

Ri ≤ nl+1, ∀i = 1, 2, .., k. (127)

In the final (L+1-th) hop also, there are constraints similar
to layer 1. In particular, the outgoing constraints on layer l
yield, ∑

iRi
nLk

k ≤ 1 ⇐⇒
∑
i

RL ≤ nL. (128)

and the incoming constraints on the destination layer yield,

Ri
nL

nL ≤ 1 ⇐⇒ Ri ≤ 1, ∀i = 1, 2, .., k. (129)

Thus a rate pair (R1, ..., Rk) is achievable by routing iff∑
i

Ri ≤ min(nl, nl+1) ∀l = 0, 1, ..., L. (130)

Ri ≤ 1 ∀i = 1, 2, ..., k. (131)

2) Cut-set Region: We can easily write the following con-
straints, which are a subset of the cut-set bounds.

Corresponding to the cut separating Ω = ∪li=0Vi and Ωc,
the following constraint can be written,∑

i

Ri ≤ min(nl, nl+1) ∀l = 0, 1, ..., L. (132)
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Corresponding to the cut given by Ω = si, we can get the
following constraint

Ri ≤ 1 ∀i = 1, ..., k. (133)

Comparing (130), (131) and (132), (133), we can deduce
that any rate tuple that satisfies the cut-set region will lie in
the rate region achieved by the flow. Thus the rate region cor-
responding to max-flow equals the rate region corresponding
to cut-set region.

For example, Fig. 8b denotes the directed layered polyma-
troidal network obtained from the network in Fig. 8a. Every
node basically constrains the total inflow and outflow to be
lesser than 1.
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